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Abstract
The rattan industry in the state of Assam, North East india, is documented in this
study from production to consurnption. The thesis empbesizes the manufactu~gand

marketing segment of the system. The objective of this research was to determine the
feasibfity of developing rattan manufacturing as an industry to bring additional income,
employrnent and economic value to the region. Opportunities for development and barriers
that might impede industry expansion were identified and lastly, some possible
interventions to overcome the constraints were recommended.
Through the use of interviews and personal observation, cornparisons were made
of rattan businesses in two towns, Balipara in Sonitpur District and Silchar in Cachar
District of Assam. The manufacturing businesses in the Silchar tended to have more
employees (1 1 on average) and to be owned by a nonîraftsman, while those in the
Balipara area tended to beowned and operated by a craftsman and to have fewer

employees (4 on average). The estirnated gross income, of al1 businesses inte~ewedin
Silchar was nearly twice that of Balipara businesses. From the information gathered in
these two sites, an estirnate of the present economic impact of the industry on Assam was
calculated to be approximately.920million uidian Rupees per year (C $36 million). This
figure assumes the number of rattan manufacturing businesses in Assam to be about 3,600,

projected on the basis of governrnent information. A more conservative estimate predicts
the number of businesses to be closer to 1000 and the financial impact to be approximately
260 million rupees (C !§ 10 million).

There is an opportunity for Assam to compete in the international market for
finished rattan products and possibly expand the domestic market if one does exist outside
North East India Availability of the raw rattan resource is the limiting factor in any
development scheme. Even if the= were an abundant nipply, there are numerous other
constraints to be overcome in terms of the marketing mechanisms necessary to make
Assam a player in the world market. These constraints include: quaüty of product;
production capacity of individual businesses; reliable transportation system; storage
capacity; lack of market information; inherent nsk aversion of the local population; limited
access to financing; lack of standardkationor grading of raw materials and finished
products; and lack of motivation among the local people to expand business.
A number of possible interventions was identified as means for adapting the

existing market based exchange economy to a marketing system that could facilitate
entrance into the international market place. The study recommends that there is a need
for a long-range strategy that will allow a balancing of the supply of raw material (through

cultivation and reforestation) and the demand for manufactureci goods. Such a long-range
strategy would address the areas of transportation, standardkation, education and hance.
A short term recommendation would be to promote growth by identifying and

securing a market for a iimited quantity of goods. Advance orders fiom such a secured
market could be contracted to rattan manufacturers in a selected area who would then be
supplied with standards, design and raw materials. Demonstrating the benefits of quality
of workmanship, econornies of bulk ordering and access to financing, would foster

entrepreneurid spirit and cooperation among a small group of manufacturers.
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CEbWiTR ONE

Introduction
CONTEXT

This practicum report is a documentation of how rattan furniture and smdware
products are manufactured and marketed in the state of Assam in North East tndia. This is
a practicai application of knowledge gained through study and research at the Natural
Resources institute 0,
building on my professional experience over the past 10 to 15
years. The information, gleaned fiom inte~ewswith the entrepreneurs in two locations
in this semi-isolated state in india, provides a rough estimate of the hancial impact of this
industry on the State of Assam. The intention is to compile in one place. a description of
the region and a description of how the industry Zirnctions, and to evaiuate this information

as a basis for further development of a market system for rattan products.
Chapter 1 is the introduction to the study, outlinhg the parameters and the
objectives. Chapter 2 describes the methods used to gather the data on which this
practicum is based and Chapter 3 provides an overview of the geographic and
demographic background ofNorth East India and Assam dong with a layman's ovewiew
of the botanical nature of rattan and some discussion of sustainability issues that might
impact on the rattan industry in the area. Chapter 4 provides a description of the industry

as told by the owners of38 different rattan manufacturing shops. mahal licence holders
and employees of various govemment and non-govenunent agencies. The information is

observationai and anecdotal, based on my field work in India in September and October of
1996. The numben provided are estimates but have been calculated using low estimates

and high estimates to provide a sense of the magnitude of variance. Following the

descriptive Chapter 4, Chapter 5 deais with the potentiai opportunities and constraints
which face development of the industry, taking into account sound marketing practices
and the unique nature of Indian culture. The description in Chapter 5 is supported by

some suggested interventions that, if implemented. could provide a basis for expansion of
the rattan industry.
STUDY OBJECTIVES

The main question to be answered by this study is how the rattan processing
industiy could be enhanceci to increase employment within the rattan sector andfor
revenues accruing to participants. The general objective of this study is to identie ways
and means of developing the rattan industry in North East India through interventions in
the marketing system. Specific objectives are:

a. to document the present production-to-consumption system for rattan, with
emphasis on the financial impact of the processing - consurnption sectors for

Assam;
b. to identify the production and marketing factors relevant to the Indian rattan

industry;
c. to identify constraints and opportunities in the present system; and

d. to identifL possible interventions to overcome constraints a d o r take
advantage of opportunities.
The scope of the general objective covers the entire North East Region and it
should be noted that Assam was chosen as the data gathering site (Figure 1). For this

reason objective (a) deals with providing a hancial impact for Assam only. The rattan
industry comprises production (growing and harvestuig), processing (curing and
manufacturing) and consumption (marketing and end use). Although this study looks at

the entire ùidustry, the ernphasis is placed on the processing and consumption segments.
The term "factors" in objective (b) refers to relevant systems such as the transportation
network that impact on the processing and marketing of rattan in the North East Region.
The term 'cconstraints" is mect to convey limitations within the identified factors that
impact negatively on the processing and marketing of rattan and, conversely, the tenn
"opportunities" implies areas or gaps in the present system that could be taken advantage
of for financial or employment gain. The term "interventions", in this context, means
actions taken to overcome constraints or to take advantage of oppomtnities.
S i d c a n c e of the Research
Although rattan is oniy one of many forest commodities, it is a remarkable group
of plants. As Singh (1993) explians, rattans provide
a combination of very unusuai but desirable properties Ore lightness, strength and
flexibility. Their decorative value is also unmatchable. No wonder that they are
fastidious about their demand of habitat. Ecologically, they are the indicators of
the heaith of a very f?a@leand threatenedecosystem called tropical evergreen
forests and there is no doubt that this silent contribution of theirs is in no way less
than their manifest one in the furniture and handicrafts industry.
A study of the existing processing and consumption system for rattan products provides

insight to the linkages of resource management, processing and the end use.
International Network for Bamboo and Rattan: This study was carried out in
consultation with the south Asia office of the International Development Research Centre

.
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(IDRC) and the International Network for Bamboo and Rattan (INBAR) research staff.

INBAR is a global network on bamboo and institutions; and rattan, in operation since
1993. INBAR attempts to ïmprove the weli-being of smaü-scale producers and users of

bamboo and rattan while maintainhg the sustainability of the resource base. The main
objectives of the Network are:

a. "To identify, support and coordinate bamboo and rattan research consistent
with the priorities set by national programs;
b. To bbuild skills and enhance the capacity of national research and developrnent
c. To strengthen national, regional and international coordination, cooperation
and collaboration" (INBAR Newsletter, 1995).
It is hoped that the information in this study will provide important background

on the state of the rattan industry in Assam and, therefore, serve as a basis for a project
that has been initiateci by the htemational Fund of Agriculturd Development (FAD).

The EAD project is designed to encourage and enhance community resource management

in the North Eastern Region of hdia in the areas of sik, tea and bamboo and rattan.
Specifically, IFAD has targeted three States, Assam, Meghalaya and Manipur for study.
(See Figure 1.)

POTENTIAL BIZNEFIC1A.RI.S

The study of the production-to-consumption system, and the identification of
constraints and opportunities in Assam is important because the results may well have
applicability in other INBAR areas and elsewhere. The target beneficiaries include the
rattan collectors, processon and marketen of Assam and the North East Region, INBAR

and IDRC. The intonnation contained in this report may be used as a benchmark for

evaluating the effectiveness of future interventions in the production-consumption system
for rattan. It may also be used as a starting point for discussions deaiing with management

and marketing issues regarding rattan. Uitimatety, the primary beneficiaries are intended
to be the rattan processing community within the North East Region.

LNTRODUCTION
Research was camed out in Assam in North East India in the fall of 1996 in
Guwahati, Sonitpur District and Cachar District. This study involveci a documentation of
the rattan manufacturing industry in Assam, with a view to understanding the various
factors that impacted the management and marketing withh that industry.
Case study design was used to achieve the generd and specific research

objectives. This holistic approach is ofien used to determine the cause and effect of
various relationships within an area of interest, particularly where the relationships are not
clearly evident (Yin, 1994). The rattan production, processing and consumption syaem
components create such a complex phenornenon.that utilization of multiple sources of
evidence become necessary. Since the variables of interest cannot be manipulated it was
not possible to draw a positive cause-effect relationship but rather to draw inferences Eom
the data available. This required the use of historical. observational and anecdotal data to
develop the relationships. Multiple sources of evidence enabled increased reliability
through cross checking and trianplation of data.
The primary method of gathering information for the study was through persona1

i n t e ~ e w and
s observations (Chambers, 1991). In most cases, the information could not

be subjected to verification as records kept by the business owners are scanty and
government records are hand written and stored manualiy, if at al!. Key informant
interviews were conducted to provide an understanding of the system and that information

was used to derive r o u a esthates of the financial impact of the industry on the State and

to a lesser extent the impact of the industry on the sustainability orthe resource.
Confidentially of all information is assured and individual responses are identified by
number only. The majority of the data are usefiil oniy in the aggregate.
Data Gatherins

The first two weeks of the study on site were spent in Delhi, gathering botanical
and industy Uifonnation on rattan, rattan harvesting and processing. Miormation was also

gathered on the North East Region of India, with empbasis on Assam, the upcomuig EAD
project to be initiated in that area, and possible contacts in the North East Region.
Upon arriving in Assam, contact was made with the Omeo Kumar Das Institute of
Social Change and Development in Guwahati (Figure 2). It was recommended that a
suitable research location would be the village of Balipara in Sonitpur District. Balipara is
located approxïmately 15 küometres (km) northwest of Tezpur, Sonitpur's capital.
Tezpur lies 165 km Nonh East of Guwahati (Figure 2). The area around Balipara was
viewed and some initial discussions with craftsmen were camed out to determine basic
information regarding where the rattan came from and whether there was any growing in
the imrnediate area. It was determineci, at that point, that this area was not suitable for
gathering data on the initial set of study objectives as they were fira presented. The
original intent was to spend tirne in a tribal village, looking at the ways local people
supplemented their incomes and livelihoods by manufacture of rattan products. The
commercial nature of the Balipara area presented a new focus for the study. With a
minimal arnount of alteration a second set of objectives was developed that could be

supported by the local conditions and a set of questions revolving around the manufacture
and sale of rattan products was quickly developed.

Local and personal knowledge ofthe informants and personal observation by the
researcher were applied to document the current process of production-to-consumption of
rattan; idente factors that impact on that process and any constraints and opportunities
that might exist. This involved personal interviews with srnail rattan manufacturers,
govemment officials and academics from local educational facilities. Major information
requirements concemed:
a. employment practices;

b. incomes and wage scales;
c. manufacturing costs; and
d. productivity.
A complete list of information requirements can be found at Appendix 1.

Sonitpur District: Balipara lies on a road extendmg northwest from Tezpur
toward Arunachel Pradesh sorne 30 km distant. In the initial visit to Balipara (Figure 2)
this road was explored for a distance of approximately 15 km. Between Tezpur and this
15 km outer timit the number of rattan outlets was determined to be in the region of 20.

The initial intent was to i n t e ~ e w
every one of the outlets on this stretch of road. The
first set of interviews yielded 18 respondents.

-

Tezpur was used as home base and while there, i n t e ~ e wwere
s
held with faculty
members ofthe local university. This was undertaken both as a counesy and with the
hope of gaining some insights to the local situation regarding forests, forest products and,

Figure 2.

The Tezpur Area o f Assam
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in particular. any research that may have been conducted in the area ofrattan. While little

information on rattan was available, firrther understanding ofthe people of the North East
Region was gained through discussion and through attendance at a forma1 lecture on the
history of the local demographics fiom pre Genghis Khan to current time. Also while in
Tezpur, local goverurnent authorities were hte~ewed.The Deputy Commissioner
provided fiil1 access to his staff; of particular interest were the head of the District
Industries Centre P I C ) and the District Forest Officer (DFû).
The District Forest Officer provided historical background about rattan in the area.
Specificaily, there had been no rattan growing in the area for at least the past 10 years. To
the best of his knowledge any rattan used in the Sonitpur District originated in the
neighbouring state of Arunachal Pradesh. The District Forest Officer also provided an
account of the tendering system for rattan although there had been no such tenders in his
area for either rattan or for timber in many years. Sonitpur District was mainiy a plains
environment supporthg agricultural activity. The DIC was able to provide usehl data
with regards to the number of rattan related businesses in the District. A recent survey
had been conducted of aii such businesses with a view to encouraging the owners to

register with the Centre. It had been determined that of the 202 rattan related businesses

in Sonitpur, 56 (27.7%) were registered and 146 (72.3%) were not. At this point, 1
returned to Delhi. In consultation with INBAR sta8, the revised study objectives were
refined and additional informational needs were identified. The entire list of information
requirements is found at Appendix 1. It was also detennined at this time that information
on a second rattan manufacturing centre would prove usefil to the outcornes of the study.

On return to Assam, and prior to a second trip to Balipara, a local manufacturer in

Guwahati was consulted to provide a coa and tirne breakdown on a selected four piece
set of rattan fumihire. Information was provided on the types of rattan used to make such
a set; how long it would take to make it; how many people would work on it; wage cost:
material cost; indirect cost; and how much waste would be lefi over. Also pmvided was a

retail price. This independent cost information was used to detemine accuracy and
reasonableness of the information provided by the interview respondents as each of them
were shown a picture of the same fiimiture set and asked the same questions.

In Balipara, the original inte~eweeswere revisited and an additional two were

interviewed. Twenty i n t e ~ e w provided
s
a 10% sarnple of 10% of the rattan industry
population of the District. The people who were inte~ewedtended to be ownercraftsmen. Employees were interviewed but only on an informal basis as they tended not

to be aware of the business concems of their ernployers or unwilling to share any
information they had.

Cachar District: In consultation with staff of the Omeo Kumar Das Institute of
Social Change and Development, the t o m of Siichar in Cachar District was selected as
the second site for data gathering (Figure 3). The same basic format was followed. A

pretirninary visit to the Deputy Commissioner's Office yielded assistance with the hire of a
driver who was instrumental in finding rattan businesses in the area. Without prior

knowledge of the total number of business available, it was impossible to pre-determine
how many would be i n t e ~ e w e dbut the target number was 20. The actual number
interviewed was 18 which comprised al1 businesses in the inunediate area of Silchar with

the possible exception of any in the outlying regions. A search of the records in the DIC
(Cachar) office indicated that al1 businesses that were registered were inte~ewedas well

as several that were not registered. Three of the eighteen were Grom an adjacent district
that had recently been formed dthough originaiiy it had been part of Cachar.

In both Districts the seMces of an interpreter were necessary and the same one
was employai for both areas. in Sonitpur District the language used was Assamese. In
Cachar, the interpreter had a few diculties as there are several languages and dialects in
use including Bengali, Assamese, Hindi, English and some local variations.

In both locations and in Guwahati, the State capital, attempts were made to coliect
records regarding amounts of rattan hamesteci in past and present yean. The role of
middlemen both for sale of raw materials and the purchase of processed goods was
investigated in as much detail as possible given the limited numbers and lack of access to
other States in the North East Region. Constraints related to outdated technology, lack of
credit faciiities, and lack of information were noted as indicated by infotmants.
Data Analvsis

The data were manipulated and analysed to estimate the hancial impact of the
rattan industry (production to consumption) on the State of Assam. Appendix 2 provides
a sample of a raw data summary and Appendix 3 details the assumptions and calculations
used to arrive at the final figures of financial impact and resource usage.
The infionnation gathered on non-financial matters was examined and the factors
that are involved in the processing and consumption of rattan and rattan products were
identified. The factors were generally seen as constraints by the respondents and are

Figure 3 .
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treated as such in the remainder of this report. The opportunity(s) available to the
industry were determined as a fùnction ofworld markets, local market information and
available information on cornpetitor nations. Complemented by a review of literature in
general, and written documentation relating s p d c a l l y to rattan and the Indian
environment, the inforniant data and subsequent analysis led to a series of conclusions and
recommendations regarding development of the industry through specific interventions
and the assumptions on which succesfil interventions would be based.

Surnmation

This study aims at providing two sets of information:

a. factuai, descriptive information on how the rattan production to consumption
systems are organized; and
b. factual, descriptive information on how the marketing factors including the
market channels and value added chah interact.
Under the auspices of INBAR, the study was intended to be the basis for a lùrther project
in conjunction with the International Fund for Agricultural Development which has

planned a study on agriculturai development of silk, tea and rattan and bamboo amongst

upland tribal peoples of the North East Region. From the point of view of development,
this study addresses the issues that would have to be deait with to enable long term

success of such a project in the area of rattan.

Background

NORTH EAST INDIA
UMes othenvise iiidicated the generaI n
i fonnatiorri @-r9e)t
here is tukenfiom
the Itltemutioiial Frntd of Agrict~itrrcralDeve/opment (IFAD)).1995
Fomrrlatio~r,
Reprt.

Demogaphics: North East India comprises the seven states of Assam, Arunachal
Pradesh, Meghalaya, Nagaland, Manipur, Tripura and Mizoram. This area, the North
Eastern Region (NER)has a population of 3 1.5 miliion, approximately 4% of India's

-

population. Population growth was about 2.4% -perannum over the period 1971 199 1
which is partly due to migration from Bangladesh and other areas but also to high naturai
growth rates. The people of the North East Region are ethnically linked, through tribal
filiation, with Myanmar, Vietnam, Laos, and other countries to the south and east of the
region, more so than to the rest of India. Following Independence of India and the
subsequent partition of India and Pakistan East and West in 1947, traditionai trade routes,

and many f d y linkages, between Myanmar (formerly Burma) and Bangladesh (formerly

Pakiaan East) and the North East Region were severed as the result of new, closed
borders.

In the 1984-85 time period pet capita worker incomes for the rural North East
were Rs 1413, and for urban Nonh East were Rs 2958. This was an increase of 2% and
46% respectively over the time period 1970-7 1. By 1989-90, the region's average income

had nsen to Rs 3530. The national average is Rs 5440. (Rs 25.6 = C $1.00)
Political Governance: The institutional framework of the North East Region

comprises the North Eastern Council and, within the constituent aates. the State level
administration; the district level admkistration; Autonomous District Councils (which
have varying roles and powers in the ditferent states) and village administration
comprising traditional and statutory village authonties. ui the tribal areas of the North

East Region these institutions replace the district, block and village level panchayats found
in the rest of the country.

The population of the North East Region is predominantly tribal and this bas led to
tactionalmtion over tirne. An inherent distrust exists between different ethnic groups and
between ethnic groups and the central ~ovemmentand the uicrease in migrants has
aggravated this condition over tirne. Tribal peoples are afforded special rights and
protection under Article 342 of the Constitution of India. This Article designates various
indigenous comunities as "Scheduled Tnbes". The aim or the article is to bring benefits
of econornic development to these groups while maintainhg the traditional culture and
values. Other enactments of the Constitution of India that are aimed at tribal peoples are:

a. the Fiflh Schedule, which imposes a special responsibility on states to promote
the education and economic interests of the tribals and to protect them from
social injustice and exploitation;
b. the Sixth Schedule, which created the establishment of Autonomous District

Councils (ADCs) specifically in the hill tribal areas of the State of Assam. At
the tirne, Assam included Meghalaya, Mizoram and Nagaland;

c. Article 275 ofthe Constitution, whereby special financial assistance is provided
from the Central Govenunent (in Delhi) to the States for implementation of

development schemes for scheduled tribes; and
d. the Eighth Plan of the Constitution which recognizes the relatively

disadvantaged socio-economic status of the tribals and places considerable
emphasis on the development of the tribal areas based on people's initiative and
participation in order to protect the interest of the tribals.
The Autonomous District Councils have fidl powers to make laws on al1 subjects like

land, forests, mining, acconling to their wisdom, traditions, and customary laws. They
funaion as a mini-govemment within a state and no act of the legislature of the state d l
apply unless specifcaliy ordered by the Govemor of the State.
The specific objectives of tribal agriculturai development emphasized in the Eighth
Plan include respecting the rights of tribals to forest produce, halting the process of

degradation of the hills and irnproving the productivity of the land; populantation of
aorestation programmes, appropriate technology developments and their application;

improved extension services; the evolution of suitable models of land management that
would invite permanent investment and ensure both optimal retums and ecological safety
and development and the need to give prionty to food security and to develop appropriate

marketing inf?astructure, institutions and procedures.

Land Tenure: By custom, ownership of land within the North East Region is
vested in the communities. Most tribes have developed arrangements to provide
permanent (and hentable but usually not transferable) entitiement to the use of specific
areas of land for terrace cultivation and perennial cropping. The Autonomous District
Councils technically have powers over the allocation of land but in practice mainly defer to

the customs of the cornmunity and this causes confusion in the land tenure situation. In
general ternis, households are not prevented fiom taking up permanent cultivation
because of fears over security of tenure of the land. There are some exceptions and, in
some cases, discrimination in the allocation of land does ex&. The lack of a mortgageable
title to the land does constrain access to bank finance- The attainment of considerable
private rights over land has become as estabiished practice; however, these are mainiy
without any legal basis and depend on cornmunity recognition under the customary
fiamework. The principal means of obtaining rights over land are:
a by reclamation of available w s t e land (scope much reduced nowadays);
b. by transfer (including purchase, gift and mottgage); and by

c. inheritance.
Transfers and mortgaging of land are not done by execution of documents but simply by
delivery of possessio~occasionaily in the presence of the village council or witnesses.

Tenanq: Tenancy arrangements are becoming more cornmon aithough at present
probably represent less that 10% of the land area in the North East Region. No tenancy
laws exist and so al1 tenancies are govemed by custornary practices. Tenancy charges are
on a cash or crop share basis with the latter being more prevalent. Rents will range
around 33 - 50% of the production either in cash, ifsold, or in actual product. The
emergence of private rights over land is creating a situation where the more educated and
politically aware memben of the cornmunity are able to manipulate the customary
arrangements to their benefit to take land Uito private ownership. Tenancy, in particular,
represents a trend which has allowed non-tribal cultivators access to land and has

contributed to the concentration of land in the hands ofa few anluent persons. This trend
is upsetting the nomial egalitarian nature of tribal-society. Laws or Executive Orders exia
to prevent tribal lands falling into the haads of non-tribals.

The security of entitlement to jhurn land under the customary arrangements is
important in the context of encouragingjhumias to adopt dEerent uses for jhum land.

Jhum is the local system of shifting cultivation. Jhum land is land that is subjected to
shifting cultivation practices. Shifting cultivation is a method of cuttivation t hat involves
clearing, or partially clearing, an area of land, plantuig, harvesting and then moving on to
another area and staiting the cycle over again. fiumias are the people who practice

shifting cultivation. Previously, when land was plentifid and the jhum cycle relatively long,
there was no need, and hence no tendency, for families to retain any interest in retuming
to the sarne jhum plot at the end of the jhum cycles. With the increased pressure on the
land each farnily now retains the right to retum to previous jhum plots. In Assam, the
right to permanent use of jhum land regs with the village headman. Practically no
legislation exists for surveying and recording land ownership/entitlement. Terraced land in

ail communities is considered to be private land with permanent, heritable and tramferable
right.

Cihate: Throughout the North East Region wide differences in altitude as well as
ciifferences in landscape contribute to variations in climate. The central Meghalaya plateau
offers a mild temperate climate while the Imphal basin in Manipur is sub-tropical and the

plains of the Brahmaputra River vdey are tropical. There are sharp changes in altitude
which can cause siguikant variations in ciimate within short distances, with heavy rainfall
20

and cooler temperatures on the windward side of hills and low rainfall and warm

temperatures on the other side. Approximately 65% of annual rainfall occurs during the
monsoon season (June to September) and a firther 25% falls during the hot season fiom

March to May. ïhe remaining 10% fds poa monsoon (7%) and in the *ter

season of

January and February (3%). The North East Region has the highest tainfaIl in the world.
h u a i l y , rauifall arnounts range nom 2000 mm to 4000 mm. Only during the winter
season will the evaporation rate exceed the r a i d i levels. Average maximum temperatures

range nom 23" C to 37" C and average minimums range fiom 3" C to 1 4 O C.
The clirnate and soi1 composition provide the North East Region with a nch
natural resource base but the resources of the region are not productive enough to
generate wealth. As a consequence the region is economically backward. Some of this
low productivity is attributable to such factors as geographical remoteness, rugged terrain,

inadequate communication, floods, landsiides etc. Added to th& in spite of its large
overall resource base. the North East Region has a low ratio of usable land to population.
Altogether, 73% of the land area cannot be used for raishg crops.

RATTAN
Rattan, a member of the palmae or arecaceae family, is indigenous to several areas

in many of the North Eastern States of India. "Rattan",an English word which has
evolved from the Malayan "rotan" or "raut" is a collective name for the large group of
palm trees known as "lepidocaryoid" ("scaiy fniit" in Greek). In the North East Region.
there is a long tradition of craft making and architecture utilking resources that are
commonly known as cane. Cane. in the Iocal vemacular, can mean rattan, bamboo, certain

types of reeds and at tirnes even willow branches or stems. A common denominator
among these very different resources is the abiiity to be turned into tiimiture andor small

wares such as baskets and trays. For the purposes of this study, the term 'rattan' will be
used t hroughout .

Rattans generally mature between ten and Ween years of age. The stems or
staiks are covered with leafsheaths which bave flat spines. These spines cm be long or
short but are sharp. In some species the leaf sheaths shed as the plant matures. Rattans
grow singly or in clusters (clumps) and range in diameter fiom 3 mm to 20 cm. The
length of a stalk can vary froma few meters up to 200 m. The length of the intemodes
Vary within species, within plants of the same clump and even on the same plant (Shiva,
1993). Rattan grows fkom rhizomes, some varieties growing in congregated clumps while

others grow fiom walking rhizomes. An area with several rattan clumps is called a
"brake" (Nath, L993).
A single stem of one rattan plant can produce up to a thousand b i t s which grow

in clusters. These h i t s are edible and c m be either sweet or Sour. Each fniit generally
contains only one seed but, although rare, two or three seed are not unknown.
Rattan grows naturally in the evergreen broad leaved forests of the North East
Region as undergrowth. Most of the rattan species are climbers, using the forest trees as
support. They climb with the aid of the hooked spines on the leaves and leaf sheaths and
by flagellum-like prolongators of the leafreaches (Nath, 1993). In many of the climbers

the stems are long, usuaily round and ofa unifonn thickness.
There are four genera of rattan found in India, covering over 20 species. In the

North East Region, Calamus, Daemonorops and Plectocornis are found, the first two of
which are indigenous to Assam. Wlthout benefit ofproper botanical information, it is

difticult to know which type of rattan is being used because it is always referred to by its
local name. According to one rattan manufacturer, oniy three types of rattan are grown in
Assam: jang"; 'pani jati" (plains jati) and "heukaT7which is simiiar to "raidang" but not
"

as strong and therefore not as good a quality.
Table 1 shows the botanical nmes of the rattans that are avaiiable in Assam along
with the local name and a general description Without knowing the physiology of the
plant in question it is not possible to ensure the accuracy of the botanical name associated
with the local name but there is a correlation between sources. Other names encountered

in discussion with craftsmen included: "suii"; "hijali" (a varïety of raidang), "ma", and
"laima". c'Sitalpati" or "pati doi", used to make mats and baskets, is often referred to as
rattan but is actuaily a reed.

Although the core is spongy when dive, rattans are soiid, flexible, elastic and
strong. The outer surface is haid, smooth and shiny when dried. A deposit of silica near
the sudace of the rattan gives it a varnished appearance (Nath, 1993). Different species

of rattan require different growing conditions in ternis of soii, climate, light, etc.
Harvesting consists of cutting mature stems at the base and dragging them down
from the trees that are supporthg them. The soft end pieces are discarded. The rattans

must be dried soon after cutting as undried ranans deteriorate very quickly.
The rattan used by crdsmen is of vaqing thicknesses. Mainiy rattan is graded
according to diameter and measurement is millimetres. the thickness determining end use.

Table 1 : Types of Rattan Available in Assam

1 Botraical Nime

Local Name
Sundi or
Ringiar

Usually 1/4" to 1/2" diameter very flexible and
strong. It grows to a length of 300' and is used
for making baskets, fûmiture, and also as tying
laths. Ringiar is the local name in the Khasi Hills
area of Meghalaya where it grows at elevations
of 4000 feet.
Usually 1/8" to 3/4" in diameter. length usually
60' to 80'. It has a rnoderately hard skin and is
used mostly for tying laths. It is usuaily
marketed in spüt halves. It is also used for
baskets.

Tita

A variety of Jali that is used for baskets and
When young, its soft tenninal portion
is used as a bitter (tita) vegetable.

fi&.

Lejai or llejeri

This is like jali but shorter in length.

Raidang or
rangi

This rattan is like jali but bigger and usuaily has a
harder s h . The name is rangi in Cachar and
Raidang in the Brahmaputra Valley. Size can be
up to 1-5" in diarneter and length up to 30'. It is
used as stakes and as fiames for fbmiture.
-

Golla

-

-

Houka or
Honnah

Source: Nath (1993) and Sarma (1996

-

-

--

-

.

-

-

-

-

A very hard and stiffvariety that can grow up to
2.5" in diameter with internodes around one foot.
It is used like Raidang.

-

This is a smaii rattan, 112" 314" in diameter with
internodes from 9" to 1.5'. It is very pliable. It is
collected with roots attached and is used as
sticks or riding whips.

Large diarneter rattans, 18 mm and up are used for £bitureh e s and such items as
implement handles. Medium rattans. 10 mm to 18 mm, and small rattans less than 10
mm, cm be used for basketry and smaii wares or can be split to be used as weaving

material or bindiig material.

A rattan fiimiture and handicrafts manufacturing industry exists in the North East
Region but the smaü size of most enterprises leaves them vulnerable to cornpetition and
hinders them from growth. There are numerous craftspeople producing a range of
products. Currently, large amounts of rattan are being harvested and shipped out of the
region in unprocessed fonn. When the unprocessed rattan leaves the North East, little has

been added to the value of the raw stock. There does appear to be signifiant opportunity
to change this and in so doing provide added value and ernployment skills which could be

retained within the region. There are some cooperative arrangements and some
governinent societies to promote crafts and smali enterprises but it appears that access to
markets, lack of management skills and entrepreneurid spirit may be bamers to natural
resource development in the region (B. Belcher, pers. comm.). Budget and investment
constraints most likely impact on development as well.
Although the production to consumption system has three major components:
production (growing and harvest); processing (curing and manufacturing); and
consumption (marketing and end use), this paper concems itseif rnainly with the segment
of the system nom purchase of cut rattan to point of sale because it was here that the most
information was available. A description of the production syaem based on the
information gathered nom the manufacturers. rattan depot owners or managers and

exporters is included because the supply of rattan is ofprimary importance to the rattan
manuf'acturing industry.
Sustainabiiity of the Resource
Ail indications point to an increasuigly limited commercial supply of raw rattan.

Comments fiom Uiformants about the quaüty (size) and availability of certain types of
rattan show that it is becoming more difncult to obtain. Price increases over the past 10
years also indicate a decrease in supply. The fact that in the Sonitpur District there is no
rattan, and the actual number of bundles available in Assam, in 1992, was nearly three
times greater than the 1993 estimate for the number ofbundles available, support the
notion that over-harvesting has occurred. While conducting the research for this paper, an
attempt to reach any area of Assam where rattan stifl grows met with fnstration as these
areas were too far in the jungle to guarantee safety for the researcher.
It could be otherwise. Rattans can grow in a variety of clirnatic conditions,
depending on the species, and cultivation and replanting have been carried out successfiilly

in other areas. "Yield and economic importance of rattans are due to extensive harvesting
and occurrence rather than high productivity per unit area" (Shiva, 1993). Rattan grows

naturaiiy. Research has shown cultivation to be possible and even practical given the
proper growing environment. There have, to date, been no attempts at cultivation or
replanting in North East india although there are examples of successfiil cultivation in
other rattan growing regions of South East Asia. In Kalimantan, Indonesia, to cite an
example, small areas of rattan have been cultivated by villagers for over a hundred years.
More recently, in the last 15 to 20 years, larger, commercial scale plantations have been

established in Malaysia, China and the Philippines (Manokariin, 1990). The growing time
for rattan may be a deterrent to the local people. Ten to fifteen years for a rattan to
mature, while short compared to timber products, is still a long tenn investment for people
who are not inclined to invest or save for the h r e .
The availability of raw material is of paramount importance to the rattan
manufacturing industry. While the sustainability of rattan production is beyond the scope

of this practicum, the issue deserves at least a cursory discussion. The system of leasing
harvest areas (the mahal qstem) itself is not a deterrent to long term supply of raw rattan.
What is a deterrent is the term of the lease. The short term nature of the lease is an
invitation to the mahaldar (lease holder) to take as much rattan as possible dunng the term
of the Iease because there is no incentive to do otherwise. SimilarIy, the villagers who are
cutting the rattan have no incentive to preserve the young rattans because the mahaldar
only has agreed to pay them for what he can get for this season. A long terni Iease,

regardles of who owns it, would encourage access to the rattan when it has reached
maturity, and therefore full economic value, providing the economic value is higher than
the leaseholder's opportunity cost.
DetaÏled studies of indigenous knowledge of rattan in North Eastern India are not
available, but it would seem reasonable to assume, there is sorne detailed traditional
ecological knowledge that pertains to these species. Sustahed-yield harvesting of rattan is

a potentially valuable component of overali land use planning and forest management (and
presumably Iivelihood strategies as well) throughout much of Southeast Asia, for the
following reasons: in many areas, commercialiy valuable rattan species are found

abundantly; rattans can be harvested at any time ofthe yeaq sustainabitity rates are
potentially high because of vegetative propagation; market demand is high; and many
viliagers (including some of the poorest) prefer rattan collecting to other uses of the
forest land (Siebert, 1993). It looks as ifthere is a potentiai to increase use of the raw
materid to produce marketable goods that will strengthen the economy of the local people
while, at the same tirne. benefit the environment through the preservation of the fiorest.
To avoid over exploitation it wiii be necessary to understand the factors that influence
people's use of the product in dEerent situations (Arnold, 1992). Also important is the
issue of property rights and how the specific regime affects the extraction of the resource.
There is potential to Link with other agro forestry initiatives such as the newly
announced rubber plantations in Meghalaya. The rubber trees could provide support for
rattan to climb on and both extractive industries could co-exist. In Sumatra, in
Kalimantan, and in Java, rattan has been planted with rubber trees on rubber estates and in
the Perum Perhutani forest areas of Java rattan has been planted with teak and non-teak
standing trees (Nasendi. 1994).
Replanting should also occur. One District Forest Officer indicated that
replanting is. in fact, implied in the cutting regulations but he could provide neither the
regulations nor anything more specific in tems of detail. Although there are possible
incentives that would make replanting an attractive option, replanting regulations would
require diligent enforcement to be viable - enforcement both at the initial stage of ensuring
the planting occurs and to prevent pre-mature harvest - neither of which is Iikely to occur.
Management Agreements: in bdia, in 1989, the West Bengal Resolution was

passed which legitimized community management of local resources. The Resolution
dealt primarily with usufnctuary rights but in reafity recognized the right to manage
certain forest resources that had aiready been initiatecl by local communities over other
user groups in the vicinity. Followïng the West Bengal Resolution, a national resolution
was approved that encouraged experimentation with collaborative management systems in
other parts of India (Poffenberger & Singh, 1993); (Kant et ai., 1991).
Throughout southeast Asia, includig India, different forestry CO-management
(the sharing of management power and responsibüity) arrangements exist; however, they

usually have certain elements in common. The CO-managementarrangements are explicit
in providing user groups with usufiuct nghts only. There is no land allocation or lease and

ownership remains vested in the state. The lack of ownership leads to tenure issues which
are generaily not mentioned in the resolutions. Tenure issues can include questions of
who has the right to tenure and under what conditions will that tenure exist. In India,
most of the arrangements recommend village-level cornmittees as functiond groups and
these village-level groups are to be operated through the forest department officiais.

There is also a general lack of clarity about regeneration or intensive planting of the forest

area. This last issue concerns the level of investment by the participating comrnunity and
the expected retum.

Whiie these CO-managementagreements may be considered an advance in the
protection of the forest resource, there are problems that will have to be addressed in time

and ". . . this does not in any way guarantee that common property relations will
necessarily support sustainable use of renewable resources" (Sengupta, 1995).

As populations in the Nonh East Region continue to grow, land and forest resources wili

become increasingly scarce on a per capita basis. Organizationai or institutional
mechanisms will have to be developed to deal with such issues as existing rights, equity
and tenure. "Someone has to decide who may control the resource, who may use it, and
under what circurnstances . . . it bas been a settled fact since Aristotle that common
property resources, like private property resources, needed govenance" (Haefele, 1974).
Government is one fonn of such an institution, but in community groups, this same type of
representation can be seen. Leaders emerge and take on status as decision makers (and
authority) for the rest of the group. Management implies the ability to exclude users and
control the resource. L o d s who have the decision making authority become part of the
institutional arrangement for management of the resource.
institutions and Policies: It is not enough to simply transfer rights fkom the aate

to the community. As political, economic and social changes occur, there is a concomitant

shift in political, economic and social institutions. Co-management agreements could be
one way to secure a commercial supply of rattan in the North East Region; however, if
these agreements are to be successful, local institutions and indigenous land use systems
must be recognized (Fox, 1993). It is necessary, however. to understand, not only the
local customs and traditions but, the political ciimate, both nationally and locally. before
implementing these agreements. The national goals and objectives for management of the
local forest resource may be in direct contlict with the local needs.
Although there was no evidence to support the theory, on the local level,
traditionally powerfùl families or elements of the community who have become wealthy

may seek to 'manase' the forest resource for their own ends; quick profit cornhg at the

cost of over-exploitation of the resource (Poffenberger, 1990). Local people, many of
whom may be poor, may have a usufnctuary right based on use of. or presence on, the
land. Divergent claims wtiich lead to connia indicate the necessity for a rnechanism to
resolve these conflicts. The poor who are the most affected by loss of access to the forest
and what it provides ofien have little access to legal process and must rely on local
institutions to protect them. "This . . . . tends to ignore the fact that breakdoms in
cornmon property systems may reflect deficiencies in policy or policy implementation
rather than deficiencies in the property regime" (Arnold, 1992).
Co-owrative SelGGovemance: Conunon propeny/communal institutions are a
form of CO-operative."A cosperative is an ethical and practical, clearly delimited
community which gants property rights to members in recognition of theù capacity for,

and demonstration of, right conduct, that is, right as defined by the noms of that
community" (Ekelund, 1987).
Common property resource management cannot be taken out of its social
context. It is the sense of community, of having-acornmon bond, that enables a COoperative existence. The individual looks to the long term good of the community even if
it means he sacrifices hisfher own weU being in the short tem. "Cooperative se*
govemance imparts to the individual the lesson of self-restraint by placing the experience
of sesgovernent within a social field" (Ekelund, 1987). The individual mua think

beyond himself and must be given either an incentive or a deterrent to do so.
Existing Rinhts and Eauity: The equity issues that surround the forest resources

have to be considered in Iight of the aim offorest restoration. If the forests are considered
valuable solely because of the environmental role they play, ie carbon si& erosion
control, ecosystem balance, etc.. then the daim the displaceci, the landless and the poor
(often the same individual) have on the resource may be negligible.

[f

however,

reforestation serves a multiple purpose of economic services as weli as ecological. there is

a responsibility on the part of the managing party to ensure equity in the distribution of
benefits. Dove (1993) states that forest reserves are over-exploited due to the absence of
income sources. Non-tirnber forest products (NTFPs) provide a livelihood (cash or
income in kind) for people who live in or near the forest. Dove (1993) has pointed out
that the granting of rights to local, usually poor, communities, is really iilusory. The lands

and the products therein are uaially marginal and if. by chance, a market is created for the
products, outside interests who are more powertlll, poiiticdy and financially, manage to
disenfianchise the locals so that they are worse off than before a market was created.
Peluso ( 1994) has observed that poverty in natural resource-dependent areas oflen has to
do with factors such as the shift fkom labour-intensive to capital intensive resource
extraction, unequal exchange and the clash between traditional economics and market
economies. Resource problems are not really environmental problerns; they are human
problems that we have created at many times and in many places. under a variety of
political, social and economic systems (Ludwig et al., 1993). The problem, according to
Dove, is not that these people are poor but that they are politically weak. More powertùl
political forces exploit the forest for commercial logging because it is viewed as more
important, economicaliy, than NTFPs. Even conservation efforts on the part of

govenunent can be a means of controlling the commercial economic value of the forest by
excluding the inhabitants âom use of the resource, sometimes by violent means (Peluso,
1993).

There is, however, increasing evidence-thatdecentralized local community
based management is a viable method of maintaining and regenerating forest resources.
Interventions seek to effect joint management of forest land building on mutual benefits to
be obtained by local people and reduced protection costs for the forest department. Most

successtiil examples seem to occur in areas where the technical knowledge already existed
at the village level and the missing ingredient was an effective agreement between village
hitutions and local representatives of the governrnent" (Arnold, 1992). It must be
remembered that cooperative management can refer not only to the use and extraction of
the raw resource but also to the manufacture and marketing of a finished product.
"Comrnon property relations are many. occupying the continuum of choice and
control ranghg between complete uidividuaiization and total collectivization" (Sengupta,
1995) and a somewhat parallel form of organization to commons is the producers

cooperative or labour managed firm. Although labour managed firms are quite rare,
"paucity in numben aside, PCs (producers cooperatives) exist and sometimes even thrive

in market economies. . . . Arguments put forth against worker ownership ofien rest on an
ignorance of the results that we have surveyed. Although PCs are no panacea, evidence
exists to suggest that worker participation does have a role to play in industrial mixed

market economies" (Bonin et. al., 1993).

ASSAM
The previous discussions of sustainability, management agreements and the issues
~rroundingthese areas, though general in nature, are applicable to the North East Region

and to Assam. Assam was selected as the site for this study because access was possible
and because INBAR had contacts in the State. Assam has a population of 22.3 million,
about 70% of the North East Region total. Tnials represent only 13% of the population.
Forest land represent 3 1% of the land area. Degradation of the forest area is partly due to
the extent ofjhum cultivation and commercial exploitation of timber. The consequences
of this reduction in forest cover have been increases in flash floods due to increased
rapidity of nin-off and problems with siltation and flooding in the Brahmaputra valley
which is a natural flood plain. Assam is divided h o districts. The two hiIl districts of
Assam, Karbi Anglong and the North Cachar Hills, (Figure 4) represent only 4% of the

population of Assam but comprise about 19% of the land area. These areas of the State

are the predominant ones for rattan production. Around 53% of the households are
practising jhum cultivation here. The population of these areas is between 800,000 and
900,000 and the area is about 16830 sq km.

In 1972, there was a reshuffle of temtory in the Nonh East. The States of

Meghalaya and Mizoram were created nom the formerly larger State of Assam. At that
time, the districts of Karbi Anglong and North Cachar HiUs elected to remain as part of
Assam after negotiating more autonomy for the respective Autonomous District Councils.

In these areas, the Autonomous District Councils have administrative responsibility for al1
major deveiopment activities.

Figure 4.

Map of t h e Karbi Anglong and t h e North Cachar Kills A r e a
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Transportation: Transportation is dficult in Assam and in the rest of the North
East Region. There are few roads in general and even fewer are black-topped. Because
of the method of road constniction, the heavy rains of the monsoon and seasonal flooding
create potholes and rapid road decay, making travel slow and diacult. The roads that do
exist in Assam are narrow and congested with vehicular t r a c , farm workers, local
labourers and domestic animais. Gasoline is expensive, costing about Rs 23 per litre
(about $0.90 Canadian). Diesel fiiel is much l e s expensive at Rs 7 to Rs 8 per litre ($0.27

- 0.3 1 per litre Canadian).

There are two road exits for cargo fkom the North East other

than through Guwahati;one through Tripura to Bangladesh to the Coast, the second
through Manipur to M y m a r (Figure 5).

Rdway lines fiom ail points in the North East converge in Guwahati.. To get to
the rest of India from the North East Region by rail, passengers and cargo mua go
through this centre (Figure 6). Air transport is expensive, erratic and subject to
cancellation without notice. Capacity is limiteci. To fly from Guwahati to Siichar, both of
which are in Assam, only 347 km apart (a fifty minute fiight), there are direct flights only 3

days per week which are often camelied. The alternative is to fly to Imphal, Manipur, or
to Calcutta and then to Silchar at twice the cost of a direct flight. The sarne trip by road
would take a minimum of nine hours by car, or twelve to thirteen hours by truck or bus.
There is no direct rail line between the two points.
Assam shares its borders with di six other North East States, as weU as the Indian
aate of West Bengal on the north West, and the countnes of Bhutan in the nonh and
Bangladesh on the south West.

1

Figure 6.

A Map of India's Railways

CHAPTER FOUR

The Assamese Rattan Iadustry
PRODUCTION

Rattan is nit either from govemment reserved forests or fiom unreserved forests
that are viUage comrnunity property. In India aiK forests have been nationalized. Reserved
forests are those that are designated as such by the govemment where rights of use and
access are restricted; unreserved forests are availabie for access and use as common
property. The available area is divided hto sections known as "mahals" and licensed
through tender or audion. The licence holder is known as a "mabaidar". Officially, the
District Forest Office @FO) survqrs the forest to determine suitability for harvest. If
sufficient rattan is found to allow cutting then a sale notice is distributed. This notice
indicates which mahal(s) are available, where they are and how much of a deposit is
required with the submission of the tender. Conversation with the District Forest Officer
in Cachar District revealed that the forest was not surveyed for harvest suitability. The
tenders were sold, by area, to the highest bidder with a minimum reserved pnce which was
usually 10% over the previous years sale pnce. In Cachar District there are four rattan

-

mahds, only one of which has been active in the past six years. In the 1995 1996 season,
a licence for Number 4 mahal was sold for Rs 46,501 (approximately C S 1,800) which

was down Rs 7,599 from the Rs 54, LOO sale price in the 1990/91 season. In the Sonitpur
district there has been no rattan to seii for at least the last ten years.
A second method of obtaining a mahal licence is through what is referred to as a

"negotiated settlement". A negotiated settlement occun when a prospective licence

holder approaches the District Forest Officetr) for a licence as opposed to licences being
offered to the public. According to the District Forest Officer, Cachar District. if the
individual offers or agrees to pay at least 10% more than the cost of the previous licence
for the same area, that individual will be awarded the licence.
A mahal licence can cost as little as Rs 40,000 or as much as Rs 350,000 and can

yield upwards of 36 truckioads of rattan (Handa, 19%). By volume, 36 truckioads of

-

rattan is roughly equivalent to 1800 2700 bundles or 180,000 to 270.000 individuai
rattan canes, depending on the type and diameter of the rattan.
Mahal licences are generally granteci by area and for a set t h e period which will

be specified on the licence, usually a single season or more, but are not normaiiy more

than three years. It is also possible to obtain a licence to harvest rattan based on volume.
In these cases, harvesters are required to pay fixed royalties per meter length, as dictated
in the Forest Plan. Examples of the royalty charges in Assam were provided by District
Forest Officer, Cachar District fiom the Assam Forest Plan:

-

a.

Golla Rs IO 172 m;

b.

Sundi - Rs 6 172 m;

c.

Tita - Rs 6 /72 m;

d.

Legen - Rs 4 172 m.

Five whole rattans or 10 halves comprise a 'kap'. The normal length of a rattan cane is 4
meters. Based on a per 72 meter royalty, each royalty covers approximately 20 rattan
canes or 4 kaps.

Figure 7. Bundles of Split Rattan Awaithg Transport to Kerala

F

r.

Figure 8. Rattan Drying in the Back of a Manufacturer's Establishment

In order to get the rattan hamesteci the licencee must negotiate a contract with the
local people. A contract is made with the village headman for the actual cutting of the
rattan. A cutting contract could be anywhere between Rs 5,000 to Rs 20,000 or more
depending on the amount of rattan available. The headman is given the money and he
hires bctween 24 to 36 cutters. ï h e cutters receive an average of Rs 35 per bundle of 100
rattan canes, average length 4 m (Handa, 1996). Any money not paid to the cutters will
be ernployed at the discretion of the village headman. Transportation to the river or
roadside is included in the contract price but any tiinher transportation costs will be extra.
There is an opportunity for the harvesten to e h a little extra money by harvesting
beyond the licenced mahal area. This kind of activity is illegal but is hard to detect and

even harder to deter.
The process of harvesthg the rattan is not destructive in and ofitself because by
the "verynature of the g r o h g habit of rattans, they have to be untangled and pulled out

one by one" (Shiva, 1993). It was revealed d u ~ interviews,
g
however, that young rattans
in the clump would be sacrinced to gain access to older, more desirable stems. These
rattans would not get a chance to grow to maturity. There are cutting regdations for
rattan harvesters but they are not readily available from the forest rangers in the field nor
by the forest rangers from the District Forest Officers themselves. It is left to "the

common sense of the harvesters" to decide what WU be cut and what d l be lefi.
There is very little reliable data on the availability of rattan in Assam or in any of
the other Nonh East Regioa states. What does exist is old but shows an unfortunate

trend. Dunng 1944-1948, total production of rattans in Assam was 27.53 5,000 bundles

(Anonyrnous, 1950). Assam, at tbat tirne. was roughly double the size it is today. Actud

output in 1991/92 was 97,500 bundles (State Forest Department). Assuming a standard 4
meter length, that is about 39 million meters of rattan. The estimated availability ofrattan
in Assam h m govenunent reserved forests and unreserved state forests for 1993 was a

minimum 34,000 bundles (13.5 million meters), approximately one-third of the amount
available the year before.

From the information gained from the informants in this study, the estimated
amount of rattan utilized by the rattan industry in Assam is in the magnitude of 245
million meters per year which is approximately 500,000 or 600,000 bundles dependent on
whether the rattans are in 4 or 5 meter lengths. Table 2 shows the average prkes for the
types of rattan used in Assam and Table 3 shows estimated amounts of rattan used in the
Assamese rattan industry based on govenment data. A more conservative estimate places
the amount of rattan utilized by the industry in Assam at 68 million meters per year
(1 70,000 bundles o f 4 meter length). It is impossible to ver@ these estimates because

most of the rattan cornes from out of state and records are not kept or compiled on

imported rattan. As already stated, in 1993, the State Forest Department estimated
34,000 bundles (minimum) of rattan availability. - in either case, in Assam, that leaves a
shortfall of at least 136,000 bundles. Even ifthe estimates err by a magnitude of 5O%, the

arnount of rattan imported into Assam is signiticant.
Assam imports its rattan from Arunachal Pradesh. Manipur and Mizoram.
Arunachal Pradesh reportedly has a ban on export of raw rattan but according to sources,

the transport documents are iflegaily recorded as finished products while raw rattan is

shipped to Assam. Frorn Assam, the rattan Ends its way either to the local market or is
again exported to other parts of hdia. As an example, 90% of the rattan imported into
Kerala, a State in South West India, reputedly cornes nom Assam. As well, within the
next ten years, rattan in Manipur is in danger of extinction at the current harvest levels
(INBAR Newletter, 1995). The rattan that is left in the North East States is located in
areas that are increasuigly difiicult to access due-todense jungle and steep slopes. At
present, the price of rattan is not high enough to attract harvesters to these remote, hardto-access jungle areas.
When the rattan has been cut and has been carted out of the forest, it is
transported by truck to a mahal depot or rafted down the river to a spot where it can be
tmcked to a mahal depot. Rattan must be dried soon afier harvest as it is susceptible to

insect infestation and rotWhen the rattan is transported fiom the forest area it is accompanied by a

certificate issued by the local Forest Ranger under authority of the District Forest Officer.
This certificate will indicate the arnount of rattan, in bundles, that is being transported.
Throughout Assam there are forest check stations at various intervals on the roads. These

are for the specific purpose of verifjing the legality of al1 timber and forest products, not
just rattan. If the cargo and the certificate do not agree, the entire load and the vehicle are

liable for confiscation. For rattan that is cut on private property, a certificate of origin,
provided by the forest ranger, must accompany the rattan during transport.
Despite the number offorest check points and the requirements for
documentation, the opportunity exists for illegal shipments or partiaily illegal shipments, to

Table 2. Types and Average Costs of Rattan Used in Assam

Sonitpur and Cachar

Lejai

3 -4

47%

H i U Lejai

18-0

5%

Sonitpur

25%

Sonitpur

75%

Sonitpur

1

Jang
--

2.7

1

Sonitpur and Cachar

-

Suli

1.7

--

14.0

Goda

72%

-

Cacitar
Cachar

-

-

Latrna

6.9

3 9Y0

Cachar

Sundi

4.0

78%

Cachar
Cachar
Cachar

I
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These are the ttpesofrattan used by the rattan manufacturers intemiewed The! are
presented by the District(s) in wtiich they are used iri dsenduig magnitude of average
ptice.
The average price is determinecl by avemgïng the responses @on the infamants for a
specirc h-pe of rattan. bounts are in rupees.
The Percentageof U s a îs tbe percent of the respondents usuig this ttpe ofrattan fkom
among the 38 intenietvees.
*WhaeUsed' indicates which district in Assam uses a particular type of rattan.

Table 3 : Rattans Usage in Assam Based on High, Low and Average Estimated Number of
Workers'

1

Average

1

Monthly Estimated

1

Yeady Estimated

undl le#

ete en)

Caaes

Bundles

Meters

3,400

1361,000

4,083,000

40,800

16,333,000

H 375,000

3,700

1,502,000

4,507,000

45,000

18,028,000

L 305,000

3,000

1,221,000

3,662,000

36,600

14,648,000

Canes'

1
I

A 340,000
1.

I

- - - - -

i r e s are& Boid)
Table 7 prorides a more consmative estimate of the number of rattan businesses ( 1000 vice
3.6001. Under these more consmative estimates, the nurnbers in this table should be
reduced by a factor of3.6.
Average Price is deriveci 60m the prices quoted by rattan rnanufocturers.
Month&Estimates reflect the estirnateci production of rattm manufacturers. the average
mount of rattan used per rnonth and the average nurnber of workers.
Yerirly estirnates are monthly estimates muitipiiedby 12.
The average price for large rottan canes uicludes raidmg hill lejrti, golIa and m a .
The average price for small rattm cmes incIudes Iejai, d i , jane, Iatma jali, sundi and rdu.
This is the estixnoted number of inditidual rattan canes utilized based on the estimateci total
cost of cane used in the rottan industry in Assam. (See Table 6 tor details).
A B u d e contains 100 individual rattm canes.
Meters is d e r i d by muitiplying the number of inditidual ratton cmes bu 4 meter lengths.
Totals are on addition of Imge rattan figures and small rattan f i p .

be brought out of the forest and fmd their way ont0 the market. Bribery and corruption

were ope*

discussed both by govemment officiais and by rattan manufacturers. One

informant indicated that, included in the cost ofone large rattan, purchased from a mahal
depot, was a charge of Rs 1 for transpoctation costs and Rs 1 for "extra charges" - bribev
or gr& depending on whether one or both of the parties were guilty.
Rattan is generally purchased direct From a mahaldar (harvest area lease ho1der)or
fi-om a depot. A depot owner does not have to be a mahaidar but some are. In some
instances, particularly with large orders, manufacturers will place an order with the

mahaldar and have the rattan shipped directly fiom the forest to the workshop. In other
instances the rattan will be shipped by the mahaldar to a depot to be distributed when

purchased. It coas the depot owner Rs 500 per year for a depot licence. The
manufacturers hterviewed generally purchased rattan in an amount sufficient to fiii the
orden on hand. This is especially true of the small three or four penon shop.

[n the case

ofthese smaller businesses, order deposits of between 30% to 50% of the purchase price
were utilized as cash flow to purchase the necessary construction materiais. Some of the
manufacturers indicated they purchased rattan in the local market place where it is less
expensive, most probably because it was illegally cut. Several indicated the rattan would
be codiscated if the forestry personnel caught them with rattan and no legal receipt.

Rattan purchased fiom a fegai source is accompanied by such proof offegal purchase.
Processing the rattan before manufachring in most cases involved sun drying and
no more. There were instances of rattan being stacked verticaiiy and treated with sulphur
to prevent insect infestation. In the Silchar area. several manufacturers boiled their rattan

prior to drying. Only in one instance was rattan found to be dried in a chamber (see
Figure 9). There has been research camed out on processing methods mostly deding with
treating the rattan in a mixture ofwater and kerosene or other petroleum products. This
bleaches the rattan and can possibly weaken it. One manufacturer has developed a process
that purportedly increased the flexibiüty ofthe rattan by boiling it in water topped with a

heavy oil. This heavy layer of oil on top of the water apparentiy acts as a barrier ailowing
the natural rattan oils to remain in the rattan.

PROCESSING
Based on govemment estimates, there are 3,600 rattan manufacturing businesses
in Assam. A more conservative estimate places this number around 1000. There is no
legal requirement for a rattan manufacturer to be registered with the govemment but a

conprehensive study of ail rattan manufactu~gbusinesses in Sonitpur District indicates
that oniy about 30% of the rattan manunicturers are registered. Registration with the
District Industries Centre P I C ) can provide certain benefits to the business owner. A
new entrant into the business. upon registration, c m be granted a five year sales tax

exemption. The business can also be eligible for a transportation subsidy both for raw
materials brought to the place of business and for finished goods shipped to a point of sale

- a 50% rebate on transportation costs upon application to the govemment. Interest rates
on bank loan may also be subject to a reduction for investment loans. Of the

manufacturers interviewai, only a small percentage were aware of the possible financial
benefits that could be available through registration. Most were aware that by not
registering they would not have to pay sales tax indetinitely. Comments fiorn those

interviewed included information about:
a.

paying bribes to get loans and stiU not get a rate reduction;

b.

paying a bnie to get a loan and 2-5 years later still not getting the lem,
even with collateral;

c.

not applying for the transportation subsidy because it was not wonh the
time and effort of the paper work;

d.

transportation subsidy paid by the Centre (National Government) and
therefore through the State Government which may or may not find its way
to the rightfbl recipient, etc.

There are various levels of registration and taxation for rattan businesses, each
involving a separate registration process and, in most cases, a registration fee. There is no
officia1 fee for registration with the District industries Centre although there were some
indications that money did change hands for registering a business. One informant cited a
cost of Rs 400 to register. He was registering in order to get a bank loan. Other
registrations that businesses held included:
a.

Sales tax registration;

b.

GST registration which is an Assam State Sales tax;

c.

CST registration which is a Central Sales Tax and is needed in order to sel1
to other states;

d.

Professional Tax registration; and

e.

Labour Licence - required ifemploying 18 or more people.

Many paid a yearly tax to the panchayat or village goverurnent as a kind of income tax.

The amounts reported varied but rangeci Born Rs 15 to Rs 40 per annum. In Sonitpur,
30% of the respondents were registered with the District Industries Centre, whereas in

Cachar, 80% were. The majority of the registereâ iaformants did not perceive a benefit

fiom being registerd. in Sonitpur District, a suwey of all rattan businesses had recently
been conducteci by the District Industries Centre . As a result aLi those i n t e ~ e w e dwere
aware they could be registered. The main interest was in being included in governrnent-

run handicrafls exhibits where their work would be showcased throughout Assam and the
rest of India-

Only 13% of the respondents had a current loan either fiom a bank or h m
mot her source.
There is very little mechanization of the rattan iudustry in Assam. The tools used
in production are everyday objects found in any tool box and are available in the local
market place. These tools include: knives, wooden mallets, a blow lamp and a hacksaw.
With these tools, raw rattan can be turned into fiimiture or smallwares. The lifespan for
the tools ranges from 8 months to a year with the exception of the blow lamp which will
last around three years. The workshop is usually four bamboo walls, a thatched roof and a

mud floor situated at the side of the road. Some shops are larger and may have two or
three rooms with one or two having a cernent fioor but working space requirements are
minimal.
The rattan worker sits on a low stool or on the ground and works with the rattan.
There are three levels of rattan workers: the skilled craflsman level; the serni-skilled,
where the worker is still learning and there are nany strata within the level; and the

Figure 9. Drying Charnber

Figure 10. Traditional Method of Bendimg Rattan for Funiiture

Table 4. Average Monthly Wagesl of Rattan Workers in Assam

Skiii Level of Worker

Skiüed

Semi-skilied

Unskilled

Average HighWage (Rs)

1907

1403

849

Average Low Wage (Rs)

1687

1197

722

Average Monthiy Wage (Rs)

1797

1300

785

-

900 2000

L

Range' (Rs)

1000 2500

-

-

500 1400

b

1

i

Monthiy Wqes incIudes al1 cos& to the mmioacturerand are averaged in accordance with
the responses as recordeci Fom the intmiew. Figures are in reported inrupees.
The Rmge pte~entsthe hieest and lowest n-agesreporteci per category of~ ~ o t k c .

unskilled level of the generaf labourer or helper. Wage levels are shown in Table 4.
Some businesses used contract labour on either a daily basis or on a piece rate
basis. These daily rates have been taken into account when calculating monthly
averages.The average number olemployees for manufacturing workshops is 7.7. The
owner is often one of the craflsmen, especidly in the smder shops. The workshops in
Sonitpur District were smaller (- average of 4) than those of Cachar (- average 11).
Table 5 provides a cornparison of the number of employees and goss incomes for
businesses in Sonitpur and Cachar D i a s . There are two types of employment
strategies. The most cornmon is one skilied worked supported by general labourers; in the
other which usually occurs in larger shops, there d l be two or three general labourers
providing support to the remainder who will be skilied craftsmen.
In preparation for use, al1 rattan except raidang, is peeled and shaved to remove
the outer skin and smooth the nodes. Raidang will have the nodes shaved for smoothness
but will only be completely peeled ifa stah, dye or paint is to be applied. As a general
rule, the unskiiled general labourer does the shaving and peeling and initial preparation of
the rattan. One worker c m produce 60 shaved, 4 meter rattan canes per day. The work is
done with an ordinary utility knife. As a comparisoqa manufacturer's brochure indicated
that a shaving machine can produce 100 shaved rattans per minute.
Splitting the rattans is also done by hand usually by the unskilled level of worker.
Again the tool is a utility knife. Some types of rattan are split for weaving and some types
are used for fi~shingwork - tyhg knots, covering joins and nails in the fiame, etc. The
division of labour is not govemed by any hard and fast rules.

Table 5. Cornparison of Number of Empl-3yees and Gross Incomes in Sonitpur
and Cachar
District
Number of Businesses
Interviewed

Sonitpur
20

Cachar

Total # of Employees
For Al1 Businesses
Interviewed

81

212

Average # of Employees
Pet Business Intewiewed

4.1

10.6

2.6 Million

4-5 Miilion

RupeedYear

RupeeslYear

Total Estimateci Gross
Incorne For All
Businesses Interviewed

Average Grou Incorne
Pet Business h t e ~ e w e d

175,000

RupeedYear

18

3 50,000
RupeesNear

Figure 11. Series of Blades Used for Spiitting Rattan (Non-Traditional)

Figure 12. Semi-mechanized Way to Bend Rattan (Non-Tradit ional)

One manufacturer used a seKrnade tool to split rattan. Its basis is still the utility
knife but in this case he has set a series ofblades in a block of wood that was roughly one
foot to 15" square. These blades were set so that the rattan could be pulled through
between the blades as opposed to running the blade though the rattan which is how it is
done by hand. The result was a more uniform lath produced in a shorter period of tirne.

The fnunes for fùmiture are made by heating the nittan at the point of the bend
with the blow lamp and manually bending the rattan to the desired shape. In the better
quality fùniiture, any burn marks are scraped off and sanded. In lesser quality items. bum

marks are lefi and eventudy covered with varnish but are still visible. One manufacturer
has devised a system for producing uniform bends. The machine, while stiU a rnanual

procedure, consists of an axle piece upon which fit a series of metal covered wooden
"rounds" of difEering diameters. The round of the desired diameter is fuced in place and a
piece of rattan is attached to the round. While one person tums the d e ?a second applies
heat to the rattan and bends it tightly to the round. This method ailows the manufacturer
to produce bends that are consistent in sue and degree. This particular workshop also
'batched' the work, for example, by making twenty chair backs at one t h e .
Smaller pieces of rattan work such as baskets trays and lamps. etc., generally use
the smaller diameter rattans which are also the cheaper varieties. fhe whole rattan can be
coiled while the rattan is ail1 green and ailowed to dry this way but this makes cleaning the
rattan more diflticult. The cleaned rattan can also be soaked for about 20 minutes to make
it soft enough to work with. Other small pieces are woven fiom laths or rattan splits.
From the i n t e ~ e w smost
,
respondents were unclear as to what percentage of their

business was generated through manufacture and sale of smaüwares. What was clear was
that the businesses tended to specialize in either tùmiture or in smallwares but not both.

The indications are that making small goods is labour intensive and to make any profit,
volume has to be hi&. Generaliy, d e s s smaüwares were made to order, or for export,
this part of the business was lefi to tül time between fiirniture orders and to using up any
wastage rattan that may be left over from other products. Approximately 10% wastage of
rattan occurs in the production of furnmire. Of the manufacturers interviewed, there were

three whose business consisted primarily of exporting srndwares. Two of these employed
contract labour fiom the villages. These people worked fiom their homes in their spare
time and were paid by the piece. Materials, design and specifications were supplied. In al1
other cases of businesses interviewed, the empioyees were fbil time. One other
manufacturer employed ten ladies from a village to work in the workshop nom 10 untii 4
o'clock each day. He had also provided the training for these women. Thitty six percent
of the respondents indicated another source of fàmily incorne other than the rattan
enterprise.
The rattan manufacturers prefer to produce to order. The orden they receive
dictate the amount and type of rattan that is purchased. Responses indicated that a
deposit of behveen 30 - 50% of the s e h g price is requested h m the customer. This
deposit serves the two-fold purpose of providing security for the manufacturer and
providing a cash flow to purchase matenal and pay labour costs. As a rule, the
manufacturers did not tend to stock large quantities of rattan on speculation.
Designs for fumiture were taken fiom photographs, pichires in magazines or

Figure 13. SampIes of Smallwares

Figure 14. Smallwares

Figure 15. Rattan Furniture

Figure 16. Four Piece Set of Furniture Used for Standardization of Data
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catalogues. The catalogue seen in most shops was caüed "Olivier", a Iapanese product.
The most current version seen was dated 1991. Most shops would show a prospective
customer photographs of designs they had previously manufactureci.
The quality of the products depends not only on the construction of the piece and
the design but on the care taken with the pre-manufacturing treatment of the rattan and
the finishg of the final product. Sha-

sanding and generai cleaning of the rattan

before and after production is evident in better quality pieces. Very few, if any, of the
shops visiteci, produced tiirniture that was of a quaüty suitable for export to the world
market. This was confimed by an exporter who has worked with approximately 2,000

artisans throughout the North East Region over the past twenty years. It is not that the
ski11 is not there, but consistency is lacking. The small manufacturers do not have access
to the type of customer who requires and demands the high level of work expected in the
export market. These workers are aiso unaware of the level of craflsmanship found in

products from competing countries.
In the Philippines, for example. the rattan industry is totally geared to export.
The typical manufacturing unit is a pmprietorship employing 15-20 worken al1 engaged in

manufacturing. Raw matenal supply is in the semi-processed state so manufacturing units
do not need unskilled labour for this purpose. Manufacturers in small toms are linked to
exporten. Raw material supply is well organized as to specification The semi-processed
rattan: rattan splits, cores and laths are readily available (Nath, 1993).
The products manufactured in Assam are, as aated, generally made to order.
Military personnel are a significant consumer in both of the areas examined, especially so

in the Sonitpur District. In Balipara, Sonitpur, there are three military bases within a 15
km radius and the rattan industry would not exist as it is without rnilitary consumers.

InteMews in Silchar did not reveal the same degree of reiiance on this single source.
Military personnel have a posting cycle of three years which means that, on average, onethird of the miiitary population wiil rotate every year. Questions about the military
preference for rattan tùrniture indicated that availability, or limited availabüity, in other

areas of the country was a major reason for the popularity. Also cited as reasons were
fashion trends and. to a lesser degree, cost. Cost could not be confirmed as a reason but
several of the manufacturers had previousiy been woodworkers in the area and indicated
the price of wooden fùrniture and rattan fiimiture to be comparable.
Some manufacturing work is carried out as a sub-contract. When one shop
receives orders it cannot fil1 with its own employees, it may engage another shop to
provide the commodity. This is not a fiequent occurrence as the owner's first avenue
would be contract labour in his own shop. At certain times of the year, however, contract
labour is not available.

CONSUMPTION
The consumption segment of the production to consumption system for the rattan

manufacturing industry comprises marketing and sales. Most manufacturers displayed
their wares at the side ofthe road in front of their shops. Overhead in these
establishments is minimal, usually limited to rent and sundry expenses such as replacement
tools. Many shops did not have electricity. Indirect costs such as these amount to
approximately 10 percent of the total cost of production. Particularly in Cachar District,

some manufacturers were found to have a retail outlet at a location dEerent fiom their
workshop.
Sales in Sonitpur District were 95% locally retail orienteci. Only one of the

manufacturers did any international export and this was mainly smallwares. In Cachar
District, retaii was secondary to wholesale and most of the wholesale, especiafly tùmiture,
was for retail outlets in the major centres in India - Calcutta, Bombay and Delhi.
particularly Calcutta. A few of the units in this District supplied smaiiwares to exporters
in Delhi for international wholesale.

One of the exporters was totaliy verticaily integrated. Not only did he own his

own mahal licence and contract for rattan harvea but he also supplied the raw materials to
craftsmen dong with design and specifications, and operated a £inishing plant in Delhi. Ail
product was shipped fiom the field to the Deihi plant for addition of brass and copper
fittings, polishing and packaging for expon to overseas buyers. This vertical integration
has the benefit of elimuiating transaction costs at the different levels as well as providing a
constant source of raw material and finished goods. There is no evidence that any of that
benefit is passed on to either the hamsters or the crafismen except with regard to
steadiness of employment. in fact, even though the growth of organized trading systems

in the rural areas couid create additional employment and possibly income, that
organiuition c m divert control and access fiom those who previously benefitted fiom the
production and trade of these same goods (Arnold. 1995).

ln India, the trade in non-timber forest products was nationalized so that market
middlemen could be replaced with a systern that would provide a greater benefit to the

harvesters and manufacturen or producers. The red tape of the state marketing agencies
seem to have given rise to market distortions and a ngidaess that is adverseiy affecting

those who were supposed to benefit (S-

1994).

Table 6 provides a summary ofthe hancial data gathered in Assam based on
3,600 rattan manufacturing businesses and Table 7 pmvides the same surnrnary

information based on 1,000 businesses.

Table 6 . Sumrnary of Financial Contribution of Rattan uidustry in AssamBased on an
Estimated 3,600 Businesses
-

--t

-

-

In Indian Rupees

Category

Per Month
76,914,000

Per Year

Per Month

Per year

922,968,600

$3,000,000

$3 5,996,000

1 422,208,000

1 $1,3 72,000 1 S l 6,466,000

1 32,748,000 1 392,976,000
1 37,606,000 1 45 1,272,000

1 $1,277,000 1 $15,326,000
1 $1,467,000 1 $ 17,600,000

1

Industry Average 1 3 5,184,000

1
1

Average Low

Average High

-

In Canadian Dollars

1 Cost ofRattan3
1 Indirect C o d
Average Amount
of Rattan in
Meters6
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Percentage of the
Cost of Rattan to
~arvesters'

l Number

of
~usiness*

3,600

l

Number of
Rattan workersg

1

Gros income is the resuit of the average esiimated production of each business multiplieci by the average
price of eacb businesses products times the estimated nurnber of businesses in Assam (3600).
Empio';eeIncome is taken h m Table 4.
Cost of Rattm is the G r o s incorne less employx income les indirect costs times 3600.
Indirect costs are estimated at 10% of G r o s Costs (Gross incorne minus Profit) (based on intcrtiews)
times 3600.
Profit is based on the overall average percentage of profit ( 15%) of Gross income.
Average Amount of Rattan in Meters is taken h m Table 3.
Percentage of Cost of Rattan to Hmestef3 is based on the Nages paid to hmesters of Rs 35/bundle over
the total cost of rattan
Numher of businesses is based on tbe sumey in Sonitpur District where 27% of the total businesses were
registced with the District ladustry Centre and extrapoloted tothe approsimate number of registered
businesses in Assam (1000) as estimated b - the State Indusûy 0fice.
Number of Rottan Workers is based on 7.7 workers per business times 3600.

Table 7. Summary oFFinancial Conmbution of Rattan Industry in AssamBased on an
Estimated 1,000 Businesses
Category

1

In Indian Rupees-

1

In Canadian Dollars

1 Per Month 1 Per Year

1 Per Month 1 Per year

1 21,365,000 1 256,380,000

1 $ 833,000 1 S 9,999,000

Industry Average

1

9,773,000

1 117,276,000

1 $38 1,000 1 $4,574,000

Average Low

1

9,097,000

1 10,446,000

1 LO9,164,OOO
( 125,352,000

1 $355,000

1 $407,000 1 W,889,000

1

6,571,000

(

1 S 256,000 1 $3,075,000

Gross 1ncome1

Average High

Cost of Rattan3

78,855,000

1 W,257,000

Percentage of the
Cost of Rattan to
Harvesters7

Gros Incorne is the result of the average estimated production of each business multiplied by the average
price of each businesses producis times the estimated number of businesses in Assam ( 1000).
Employee incorne is t&en h m Table 4.
Cost of Rattm is the Gross Encorne Iess employe income less indirect cos& times 1000.
Indirect costs are estimateci at 10%of Gross Costs (Gross Income minus Profit) (baseci on interviews)
times 1000.
Profit is based on the overd average percentage of profit ( 15%) of Gross Income.
Average Amount of Rattan in Meters is taken tiom Table 3.
Percentage of Cost of Rattm to Hamsters is based on îhe wages paid to han-esten of Rs 351bundleover
the total cost of ratton.
Number of businesses is based on an estimate of the number of businesses taking into account the number
of rattan manufacnuing areas in Assam.
Number of Rattan Workers is based on 7.7 workers per business tirnes 1000.

CEAPTER.FIVE
Opportunitics and Constraints

THE OPPORTUMTY
Information regarding the world market in rattan is diicult to locate. The most
recent figures found, indicate the annual global trade in rattan end produas to be
approximately USS4.0 biilion ( 1985 figures) and domestic trade can be conservativefy
estimated at a further USS2.5 billion. Domestic trade includes the sale of goods

manufactured within a country and purchased in that same country, not for export. "This
figure (domestic trade) includes value of goods of urban markets, and of rural trade, and

of value of nird usage of the matenal and products" (Manokasan, 1990).

The four major rattan producing countries of Southeast Asia, Thailand,
Philippines, Indonesia and Malaysia. have aii instituted a ban on the export of raw rattan in
order to protect and stimulate the local manufacturïng industry. It is estimated that the
rattan industry in the Asia Pacific region employs over 500,000 people in haniesting,

processing and manufacturing. Al1 of the rattan goods exported from the Philippines and
Thailand, and approximately half of that fiom Malaysia, is in the f o m of tiirniture. Table
6 provides the import and export values for the rattan producing and using countries for
the year 1988.

Rattan fùiniture can be viewed as a weU developed and still expanding
international market. At the present time, India is not a large player in the global rattan
market and, aithough India is only one arnong the 15 rattan producing Asian countries
where the traditional fùmiture industry has been providing livelihood to rural poor for

;for Rattan in Millions of US

Count
Indonesia

Ban on export of raw and semi processed matenal from

Thailand

1

Papua New
Guinea
Mymar

Vietnam
Singapore

dollars.

$8.98

1

None

1

-50.04

40.06
NIA
N/A
-$0.02
-%lg.O -$55 .O

Julv 1988Largest export market is US, approx. 50-60%
Raw material rnoved into Thailand, until recently,
unchecked fiom Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore,
Myanmar and Laos.
Whole rattans and splits were exporied maïdy to
Singapore, untü 1989. Any imports came mainly Born
hdonesia until in 1989 the Indonesian government
instituted a ban on all but finished rattan products.
1990 estimate
In mid- 19801s,about 80% o f rattan requirements had
to be impoged. Annual requirement is estimated at
about 30.000 tons with domestic supply below 4000
tons.
Rattan resource extensive but under-developed.

Raw Material export to Malaysia and Singapore

No rattan resource ofits own. Impon figure is
undervalued because it does not include vaIue of
im~ortsfiom Indonesia.
Hong Kong -3i125.0 -O 180.0 No rattan resource of its own. Imports both raw
material and finished goods for re-export particularly
tom China.
Taiwan
The industry peaked in 1987 with impons of 75
million and exports of -200 million US.
Source: Manokaran, LWO.
-

I

- -

-

centuries. the trend here has been toward a decline in trade when there has been a sharp
increase in other producing countries (Bhat and Dhamodaran, 1994). Rattan grows in
three major areas of India: the southern area; the Nicobar and Andoman Islands; and the
area under study, the North Eastern states. The rattan in the south western area is
depleted to the state where rattan is being imported fkom the other two regions to

maintain the industry. The Andoman and Nicobar Islands have recently placed
a ban on the export of raw rattan in order to protect the local manufacturing industry
there. DSerent sources in Assam indicated there is a governrnent ban on the export of
raw rattan fiom Assam but the evidence showed otherwise. The rattan being exporteci
from Assam has its ongin in other states of the North East and is being funneled though
Assam, either legally or illegally, and being sent to the southern states. It is estirnated that

90% of the raw rattan used in Kerala cornes fiom Assam.

The bans imposed by the four major sources of rattan should have a significant

impact on the three coudries that imported the bulk of the resource: Singapore, Hong

Kong and Taiwan. Singapore and Hong Kong have no rattan resource of their own and
Taiwan has vety Iittle. Although 1could find no recent figures on the subject an obvious
result of the bans on export is an increase in raw rattan pnces to these consumers, a
concomitant raise in the price of finished goods and a decline in the supply. Assuming that
world demand for rattan products remains constant or is, indeed, increasing, there is an
opportunity for India to step in and fill, at least part oc the supply gap for finished
produas. assuming sustainability of the raw resource. It is, therefore, concluded that an
oppomtnity exists for Assam to gain a greater share of the international market for

finished rattan products.

THE LIMiTING FACTOR

In Chapter 3, the problems associated with the long-terni availability of rattan
have been discussed in terms of incentives to conserve and the issues that surround the
provision ofthat incentive. interviews with infonnants yielded indicators that point to a
decline in the commercial availability of rattan. The indicatiors Uiclude:
a.

increase in price of raw rattan over tirne:

b.

decrease in available sire (diameter) of rattan canes over time; and

c.

increased travel distance into the forest required to locate raw rattan.

It appears that some fonn of intervention will have to occur in the near Future if the stock
of raw rattan is to continue. ifthis does not occur, the rattan manufacturing industry in

Assam could be subject to serious decline as opposed to expansion. Supply of raw
material is the limiting factor for the expansion of the rattan industry in Assam.

THE ROLE OF MARKETING
"Marketing is a key ingredient in econornic growth and development" (McCarthy
and Shapiro, 1979). There are two elements of marketing
a.

Micro-marketing, which is the set of activities performed by an
organization to anticipate and satisw customer needs and to direct required
goods and services from the producer to the client; and

b.

Macro-marketing which is a socio-economic process which directs the flow
of goods and services @om producers to consumers in such a marner as to
match supply capability with demand in both the short and long tenn.

Macro-marketing is concerned with the system of production and consumption as
opposed to the individual finn and consumer. The roie of marketing in economic
development has advanced beyond the small village trade and barter system but the same
basic phciples still apply. The basic purpose of markets, and middlemen, is to facilitate
exchange and d o w more time for produdon, c&umption and other activities uicluding
leisure. In less developed countries "marketing occupies a criticai role in respect to the
development of such 'growth areas'. Indeed, marketing is the most important 'multiplier'
of such developments. It is in itselfin every one of these areas, the least developed, the
mon backward part of the economic system. Its development, above ail others. makes

possible economic integration and the tiillest utilization of whatever assets and productive
capacity an economy already possesses. It mobilizes latent economic energy. It

contributes to the greatest needs that for the rapid developrnent of entrepreneurs and
managers, and at the same time it may be the easiest area of managerial work to get going
(Drucker, 1958).
It can be argued that modem sectors are those that have moved fkom market
based exchange to a market system A market system is characterized by a geographical
integration of markets in which there is a tendency for the prices of goods and services of
similar quality to converge toward being uniforni. Alternatively, traditional secton of an
economy are areas where such integration has not yet occurred and therefore there is no

such tendency for uniformity of price to emerge. In this light, it is not the transfer of
resources fiom the traditional to the modem sector that results in development. Rather, it
is the change of a market based exchange economy to a market system that results in

economic development (Grabrowski, 1995).
There are three main îùnctions of marketing:
a.

the exchange ttnction which involves the buying and seUiag of products.
The buying is the search for, and the assessrnent of. goods or services and

the s e b g involves providing the right goods and services at the correct
prices;

b.

the distribution tiinctions which are transportation and storage of goods;

and
c.

the faciiitating functions: standardiiation and grading;fhancing, risk taking
and market information. These fùnctions aid the exchange and distribution
functions, enabüng the entire system to fûnction effectively.

In North East India there is potential to move fiom the local. domestic market
into the world market and take advantage of the-currentopportuniiy presented by the
number of bans on raw rattan export. The situation, at present, is one of a cottage
industry with many small, isolated enterprises trying to came a niche in a finite market.

The rattan manufacturing industry in Assam would benefit fiom a shift to a marketing
system from the market based exchange system in practice at this time.

THE EXCHANGE FUNCTIONS

In Assam, there are craflsmen with the skiil anâ the numbers to produce work of
a quaiity and quantity that is equal to that available from competitor countnes. One
compla.int in the international marketplace is that the quality of rattan furniture
manufactured in India is inferior to that manufactured in the other South East Asian

countries. It has been shown that this inferiority is not intrinsic to Indian rattans but is due
to the harvesting and processing techniques (Bhat et. ai., 1992). There is Little, if any,

selling involveci in the marketing sense of the word. Most product is sold fiom a roadside,

open-air shop and advertising or promotion is virtually non-existent. Buyers in the local

market do not use middlemen although there is a limited export market where the exporter
does provide tbat role. Buying and selling may be the comerstone functions of any market
system but without improvernent in the other two functions the system will remain at the
micro-market level.
Quaiity and Capacity: Ifentry into the international markets depends on

improved quality and increased production capability, the current system is ill-equipped to
provide either component. A look at the two areas of study provides confirmation of
Leidhold and Mead's (1987) contention that even s m d increases in the size of the (rattan)
production unit wiU often be accompanied by signifcant increases in economic efficiency.
Table 5 shows that, even though the number of units sampled in the Sonitpur District was
higher than the Cachar District sample, the number of people employed was 2.6 times
higher in Cachar. Moa revealing is that estirnated gros incarne was nearly twice as hi&
in Cachar as it was in Sonitpur. This indicates economies of scale attributable to the

number of workers employed but, even so, the units in Cachar were not large enough to
produce fùmiture in the quantities required for international export. Organizational size

will need to be expanded.
With an increase in number of employees, further division or speciaiization of
labour could be introduced. An important issue is that of reliance on foreign technology

over indigenous development of technology. "A position on either extreme would not be
in the interest of long term development of any developing country" (Mathur, 1994). It
would appear to make more sense to combine both 'buy some, make someTas a viable
strategy. Notwithstanding the desuability of mechaetion, much could be done to
increase productivity without it. Quality, and therefore consistency, may, however,
demand at least some rom of modem equipment. This may be most appropriate at the
unprocessed rattan level. Ifthe rattan could be provided to the manufacturer in semiprocessed form, al1 labour effort from that point could be captured in the end product.
Investigation revealed no unit was using power machinery for the preparation of
raw rattan or for the manufacture of end product. Consistency of input is pre-requisite for

consistency of output and this could be provided mechanicaily.

DISTRIBUTION OF PRODUCT
The North East corner of hdia is physically isolated fiom the rest of the country
with only a small corridor existing for ground transportation. What roads do exist are in
disrepair and congested by people, anùnals and slow moving vehicles. Reliable
transportation is a key ingredient to a viable marketing system. Product must reach its
ultimate destination on t h e , every the. AU- freight is expensive and is ody available from

a few points in the state. Rail travel also is not readily available in ail manufachiring
centres, necessitating the use of trucks to transport the finished goods to a railhead where

the consignment might sit for weeks unattend4 waiting to be shipped to Delhi, Bombay
or Calcutta. The alternative is to transport the entire journey by truck which is slow and
umeliable. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the railway and road networks respectively.

Not only is it necessary to streamline the operations to increase quality and
production, the products must be able to reach their destination on time - every time.
Transportation by truck fiom Silchar to Delhi takes fifieen days, from Sonitpur a day less.
Rail travel could be longer or shorter which is its main problem - u~eüability.Infomuints

indicated goods could be lefi sitting on the rail platfonn for three weeks after being
delivered there by truck from the manufacturer. Ail who voiced an estirnate said that,
given the current system, an order placed in Assam would take a minimum time of three
months to reach its destination in Delhi, Calcutta or Bombay.
The timely supply of raw material could also benefit f?om some improved
transportation. Timely delivery of a finished product is, in part, dependent on timely
delivery of the inputs. Not only is the collection system involved, as discussed above, but
the transportation process fiom forest to manufacturer should corne under scmtiny. The
transportation system in North East India is a major constraint to the expansion of the
rattan manufactu~gindustry.
The second physical distribution function, storage, is also a constraint to
expansion in this induary. The manufacturers are, for the most part, small businesses
operating from a one or two room hut at the side of a road. Goods are generally made to
order and there is not much need to have a storage facility for finished goods or for raw
materials. International order quantities are normaliy by the container load which
translates into 900 to 1000 pieces of fùrniture. The length of t h e it would take these
small enterprises to manufacturer that number of pieces would require storage facilities of
at least container size.

FACILITATING FUNCTIONS

Standardization and Gradînq: in the absence of standard specifications or grading
rules, there can be no quality contrd. To meet the demand for raw rattan, rattan suppliers
tend to harvest immature stems and supply them without adequate drying. This can result
in breakage, infestation or discoloration. Neither the raw materiai nor the finished goods
benefit. at present. fkom a standardkation program Raw material may be subject to a
grading system but it is in terms of size, the diameter of the rattan dictating the grade. The
craflsmen can judge whether one piece of rattan is better than another by colour. feel and
weight but this distinction is in the eye of the craftsman.
The manufactured goods are not subject to any form of standardkation. The
technology used to manufacturer rattan products is traditional and primitive. The
econornic conditions do not justm the cost of full mechanization but mechanization of
certain processing tasks could provide the uniformity that would make Indian rattan
products more cornpetitive in the international market place.

Fuuuicin~and Risk Takinq: The local population prefers to be employees or paid
labour as opposed to owners or pariners in cottage industries. This cm be attributed to a
nurnber of causes includiig, but not limiteci to, lack of know how, poor management due
to lack of experience, minimal education which contnbutes to lack of foresight for future
development and difficulties with administrative procedures for hancing, communication

and govenunent assistance (Lakshmanan, 1993). They are not inclined to invest in the
future, preferring to spend any excess income now instead of later (IFAD. 1995). These
opinions were substantiated by severai of the infotmants.

Less than 30% ofthe informants had any current or past financial assistance in the
fonn of loans nom any source.
The position of many small businesses can be threatened by competition from
within. The low capital and skili requirements necessary for entry into the industry make it

common for more production units to exkt than the local market can support. The small
size of the rnajonty of rattan businesses ais0 hinders them fkom becoming larger. They are
too smaü to handle the expense ofrnoving to larger facilites and powered equipment.
"Studies have shown that the very smali, generdy one-person activities are the least
efficient; even smdl increases in size are oeen associated with significant increases in
econornic efficiency" (Leidhold and Mead, 1987). This appears to be substantiated by the
data gathered in this study as previously discussed and as shown in Table S. While the
number of units investigated in Sonitpur was slightly larger than the number inte~ewedin
Cachar, the total number of employees was 2.6 times higher in Cachar and the gross

income was twice that of Sonitpur.
Financial institutions need to rethink their lending policies and critena. New
critena could take into account such thhgs as allowing harvesters or their organizations to

be legitimate debt holders even if they only have use rights to an area. Allowing physical
stock of product to serve as loan guarantees for working capital and using forest
inventories of economically valuable species as collateral for loans. Smail rattan
rnanufacturing businesses, as weU as harvesters, need access to financing if they are to be
able to expand their operations or to invest in the fùture. There dso needs to be some

educational idonnation provided to these groups that underline the long-term benefits

associated with investment.
Market Information: tn Assam, there is a mixture of peoples from a variety of
ethnic ongins. There are Assamese, Bengalis, Nepalis, tribais of various backgrounds,

people fiom Bangladesh and others. The tribals tend not to be constrained by artficial
state borders but rather by traditional tribal boundaries. The people of Assam are
Gagmented and insular. There is not even a common language in the State. The current
political c h a t e is tending toward greater autonomy by ethnic groups and therefore
increased isolation. This could be a serious constraint to the development of the rattan
industry where a weii developed communication system is required.
Not only is there limited information passed within the State, market information
fiom the outside fails to penetrate to the manufaauring level. Business owners were ill-

informecl about govemment programs, small business subsidies, available markets or
current fùmiture designs. The manufacturers do not have infonnation on markets
available to them. There is a lack of information.on the arnounts of product required,
variation in pnces. etc. Beyond this constraint, there is a need for infonnation on future
supply and demand of the product, new processhg technologies and f h r e price

projections t hat will enable a shift fiom market based exchange to a marketing system.
This information is not readily available.
A system of prices or values can oniy be as good as the information on which it is

based. For rattan produas the information should cover the nature and extent of the
resources, the technology available and costs associated with the management and

harvesting as weii as the quality attributes of both raw materials and finished good.

Sustainable availability or security of supply is a most important item of information to an
industry based on an extractable resource.
OTHER FACILITATING CONSIDERATIONS
Govement: The division of responsibility among the levels of government is
cumbersome and confùsing which adds to the lack of accurate information available to the

srnail business entrepreneur. The Department of Industry is organized into dEerent
ttnctional areas. Rattan and bamboo are treated as a single sub-fiinction of the
Handicrafts Department. This is fairly logical except that handicrafls is subsumed as a
division of Textiles, placing the emphasis at the wrong level for those interested in crafts
other than textiles. There is a functional stove pipe approach to problems which does not
ailow the interdiscipiinary nature of the issues to emerge. Supply of forest products are
the responsibility of the Forest Departments which rnay be under direct control ofa
District or of an Autonomous District Council. The Chief Conservation Office has a
presence in the Districts but is not diredy tinked to the District Forest Officer.
Manufachiring is a function ofinduary but development of a rural manufacturing project
may be the responsibility of the Department of Rural Development. At the District level,

this will be the District Rural Development Agency (DRDA). There is also a Srnail
Business Agency that could be involved. Coordination between and among departments
and levels is a weak link and the possibility exists for projects and policy directions to be
counter to each other.
Natural resource laws and regulations frequently take the form of difficult to
enforce regulations, rather than effective incentives. Regulations based on restrictive

policies can create hurdles to effective and equitable marketing of products by producers.

Bans on logging, for example, cm close access to the forest for the gathering of other
produas. The current ban by aates or countries on the expon of unprocessed rattan
products can Iead to a thriving black market with little of the benefits being channeled to
the producers. While the goal of the ban may be to stop the harvesting of a produa, the
opposite of that results.
Price controls also often have the opposite effect of the original objective. Price
controls may be created to either keep prices down or keep prices up. The usual goal is to
keep prices down, especiaiiy if the buyer is a state agency or board. Price controls rarely
benefit the coliector. One of the roles that govemment agencies should not play is
regulator of cotlections, prices, transport, and handliig of rattan. Such involvement has
usually not benefited the coliectors, not has it assisted in conservation of the resource.
Taxation policies could be used to encourage the rational use of forest resources and
generate incorne fiom forest resource products. One way to do this is to tax unprocessed
raw materials. This both encourages local processing and provides funds for investment in
it.

Politics: The many political problems of North East Region impact on practical
market considerations such as adequate and reüable transportation and storage systems;

communications systems; and standardization, to name a few, and it is apparent these
factors are difncult to treat separately if a comprehensive plan is to be implemented. In the
case of North East India, there is a negative political ciimate at present, with a tendency

toward increased autonomy for individual tribal groups and individual states. Nonh East

India is a melange of ethnic diversity and there are inherent problems of intergroup distrust
and enmity. The rattan industry spans many of these ethnic groupings and any
development attempt wil1 have to address the requirernent for cooperation. Local or joint
management of resources is a promising strategy for the region to promote sustainability
of supply just as cooperatives or business associations may be an appropriate vehicle for
manufacturers to develop a marketing system geared for expansion. For this to occur,
policy and legislation must be redesigned to ailow communities to take a greater role in
their own fùture.
In order to get a higher price, and more standardization, collectors, a d o r

manufacturers, could fom an organization, whether it is a cooperative, cornmunity user
group etc., that will assemble the individual members smaii amounts of raw rattan or
rattan product. Organizational cooperatives are in operation in many places in North East
Region but few have been successful. Four major deficiencies have been cited for the
failure of cooperatives in Asia:
a.

Lack of suong leadership to direct the cooperative;

b.

Lack of group homogeaeity to ensure a common view on problems and
rapid identification of corrective measures;

c.

Lack of planning on long term goals; and

d.

Lack of govemment support needed at the initial stages of the cooperative
(Anonymous, 1983).

What is needed within the rattan industry is an increase in cooperation between the States

and between the tribal communities of the rattan growing areas. While the background

research for this thesis was conducted in the North East state of Assam, it soon becarne
apparent to the researcher that is wül be impracticai, if not impossible, to develop the
rattan industry in one state, with limited raw materiai, without addressing the industry in
the entire North East Region The supply of raw rattan and the production of finished
goods are two separate systems but they are inextricably linked and those Iinks cross state
borders.
Intemediaries: An added factor in the economic development within the rattan
industry is the amount of control the intermediades have over the distribution of income
within the current system. Any scheme that is devised to improve the lot of the poor has
to account for, and try to counter, the fia that increases in money available to the lowest
levels will, to some degree, h d its way into the hands ofa higher level. "A combination
of the . . . lack of knowledge of actual market prices and poor marketing supports the

middlemen" (Anonyrnous, 1983). "Poor communication and transportation facilities,
highiy segregated markets, and unequal bargainhg power between buyers and sellers

make the field more profitable for middiemen" (Pabuayon, 1990). Harvesters will sel1 to
or through middlemen for want of a better marketing system and because middlemen will
provide money, including cash advances, without bureaucratie intervention (Punzalan,
1981). In this respect, intermediaries provide services that are vital to the industry and are

not provideci by any other party. Lf, within an industry, middlemen currently do not exist,
they will be created when there is an opportunity for personal gain. For example, when
the mahalder wants his rattan cut, he does not hire labour directly, he negotiates a contract
with the village headman. The headman then hires the workers at the going rate which

will be low. The dif5erence between what the village headman receives and workers are
paid will probably become the 'finders fee' for the headman. This is not iiiegal but it does
serve to widen the gap between the haves and the have nots.
Corruption: Gr& is also a problem. Take, for example, the little 'extra' that has
to be paid at the forest check stations. This extra charge is passed on the consumer and
therefore becomes an indiuect production cost. The price is distorted and the market does
not fùnction efficiently. Instances of bniery cited by informants have been documented.
These are examples of a hidden cost that infiates the price of raw rattan and the price of
the nnished products. Once again it is the poor who suffer because they lack the financial
means to play the game. The problem is not confined to the rattan industry as it is
prevalent and visible at the highest levels of the Indian govemment.
Anecdotal information was given on studies that were carried out by some NGOs
as a follow up to a number of govemment loan programs. Attempts were made to contact
loan recipients to find out how the money had been spent and if they were, in fact, better
off for having received the hancial assistance. The loans had been administered by a bank
which in tum might have agents in the subject region or for the subject group. In many

cases, it was discovered that the stated beneficiaries did not exist. The bank, or the agent,
or both had fdsified applicant names and pocketed the money. In other cases, money may
have been loaned for the purchase of animais or equipment. When these loans were
followed up, the equipment was sold or the animals had been sold or eaten. In other
cases, the loan recipients simply took the loan and moved on. Needless to Say, the loans
were seldom paid back.

MOTIVATION

One of the supplemental questions asked in hem-ews concemed the barriers to
development of the rattan industry. Among the opinions, lack of motivation was cited as

an undertying problem. This coincides with Lakshmanan's (1993) theory that rural people
prefer not to own or be a partner in a cottage industry business but to be paid employees.

One of the informants cited several examples of his own attempts at motivating his
employees. This individual, over a period years, had attempted incentive schemes based
on:
a.

t h e - eg. the worker would receive Rs 50 per day for a 20 day month. If
the worker worked 25 days he would receive Rs 100 per day for the extra
5 days; and

b.

quantity - eg. The worker would receive Rs 1000 for 10 chairs. If he
produced 15 chairs he would receive Rs 150 per chair for the extra 5
chairs.

These incentive schemes fded every t h e he tried them. The same individuai believed in
training his work force. He would employ unskilled labour fkom the villages. Mer a six
month training period at unskied level wages, the workers would be promoted to semiskilled status and wages with additional promotions over tirne. This plan also was
unsuccessftl as the labourers. once trained, would move on to either other workshops
where requirements were not as high or to other industries aitogether. One other teiîing

story involved training of forty women in a village. These women were trained in basket
making and were required to work in the workshop outside the home. Even though, or

because. these women were eaming approximately Rs 600 per month as much as theu
husbands, it was not long before the village council forbid women tiom that village to
work outside the home. The f d e s lost the additional income and the entrepreneur lost
his investment in training.
It is not only the motivation of the people that is important. The govenunent
must be motivated to develop the rattan industry on a regional basis and provide support
both tinanciaüy and adrninistratively. If this does not happen, the obstacles to success may
prove too large for an individual or group of individuais to overcorne.
The issue of motivation is important to development. Ifthe intended beneficiaries

of development are not actively committed to improving theû own financial situation then
any proposed scheme is doomed to failure. This motivation m u a extend beyond the short

tenn but again, according to IFAD (1995), the people indigenous to these regions have
little foresight in ternis of long tem investment.
One long tenn possibility is to use the education system to instill the people, a
whole generation of people, with the ideology of ~e~betterment
and the means to achieve
it. This would include not only management skills but the benefits of cooperation with
diverse segments of the population.
Direction: Improvements in motivation, cooperation and organization will not
occur without strong direction and leadership. Systems of property rights and
enforcement mechanisms for such rights must be established but on their own, these will
not be enough. "Cooperative relationships between buyers and sellen can survive and
expand only if forma1 rules are reinforced by systems of informa1 rules. The latter cm only

develop over time through the continuous interaction of the participants in the
marketplace" (Grabowski, 1995). The state must m a t e an environment in which both
forma1 and ùifonnal sets of market rules cm develop. For North East India to gain access

to modem technology and the global market, and do so in a cost eEkctive mannet, wiii
require four ingredients:

a.

Motivation;

b.

Cooperation;

c.

Organization; and above al1

d.

Strong direction or leadership.

Table 9 provides a summary of the constraints discussed in the preceding
material.

CONSTRAINTS

Limiting Factor: The decreasing avdability of domestically grown rattan.
Qudity of product
Production capacity of individual businesses
Reliable transportation system
Storage capacity

Lack of market information system
Inherent risk aversion

Lack of access to hancing
No standardkation or grading ofraw materiais or finished produc

Motivation

Other factors

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
Based on the data gathered in Assam, the literature reviewed and the above
discussion of the opportunities and constraints associated with the rattan industry in Nonh
East the following is a surnmary of the conclusions drawn:
a.

an oppomuuty exists for Assam to gain a greater share of the international
market for finished rattan products.

b.

supply of raw material is the limiting factor for the expansion of the rattan
industry in Assam.

c.

the rattan manufacturing industry in Assam would benefit fiom a sh* to a
marketing system from the market based exchange system in practice at
this time.

d.

the transportation system in North East india is a major constraint to the
expansion of the rattan manufacturing industry.

e.

srnall rattan manufacturing businesses, as weU as harvesters, need access to

hancing ifthey are to be able to expand their operations or to invest in the
fiiture. It is fùrther concluded that there needs to be some educational
information provided to these groups that underline the long-tenn benefits

associated with investment,
f.

for North East India to gain access to modem technology and the giobal
market, and do so in a cost effective manner, will require four ingredients:
i. Motivation;
ii. Cooperation;

iii. Organkation; and above dl

iv. Strong direction or leadership.
NERVENTIONS

While the many of the conclusions of this study refer specincaiiy to Assam, the
researcher beiieves any interventions would have a greater chance of success ifapplied to
al1 of the North East Region. Without integration, cooperation and involvement of al1 the
seven states. any attempts at developïng a marketing system wiii be fkaught with problems
due to the inter-state dependencies that exist for supply of raw material. In Assam, this
dependency could possibly be overcome with time and effort but, fiom a development
point of view, it may be more beneficial to the region to involve al1 the states.
Expansion of the Rattan Industq: There is sufficient reason to beiieve an
opportunity exists for the rattan industry in North East India to expand its area of
operation, both domesticdy, if the market exias, and into the international arena. In
order to achieve this objective, it is necessary to have a clear and definitive understanding
ofwhat is involved. As with any other project the first requirement is cornmitment to the
objective, both fiom the local participants and, in this case, the various levels of
govemment. Assuming a decision has been reached to actively pursue industry expansion,

an integrated, region-wide implementation strategy that will deal with al1 of the constraints
and provide the necessary support should be developed to include, not only Assam, but al1

seven states ofthe North East region. There is always more than one way to solve any
problem but it is reasonable to suggest that any suitable strategy should address both the
long erm and the near funire. The long tenn time frame for the implementation strategy

should cover the lifecycle of rattan which is a minimum of ten years to maturity but could
be as long as meen years. This time fiame would ailow for a concurrent development of
a conservation program and a marketing system for the rattan manufactu~gindustry.
geared toward s h e g in the global market. If the time fiame is too short. the benefits will
not be easily identifieci due to the heavy, up-fiont investment required.
A second benefit of having a long time fiame for the strategic plan is that is allows
for the management of realistic expectations. It also dows for the number of participants
to be smaü at the beginning- A long tirne frame dows a project manager to take srnail.

easily documented steps (the short term tactical direction) to produce small but signincant
benefits tbat cm reinforce participation in the process and encourage the non-participants
to want access to those benefits. Education and skills transfer can now be a gradua1
process based on positive reiaforcement. Success c m be a powernil motivator and
motivation is indeed one of t indeed one of the issues that needs addressing.
The policy implications of such a course of action may not be signincant because

of the various government directives that currently exist to promote the econornic

development and cultural weli-being of the "Scheduled Tribes". As stated previously, the
Eight Plan of the Constitution provides for development of suitable land models that will
encourage long terni investment and for the development of appropriate marketing
infiastmcturea policy in place shows precedent and could make tùture allocation of fùnds
possible. There would be many components and sub-components to such a development
strategy as this but this paper will deal only with the ones prevîously discussed as factors
that impact on the rattan manufacturing industry.

The Role of Government: Centrai Govemment should take a lead role in
negotiating a type of collective agreement among the States of the North East Region in
that tbey will work toward an integrated induste based on cooperation in the production,
processing and marketing of rattan and rattan products. This will necessitate cooperation
in the development of

a.

A regional transportation system;

b.

Harvest, raw material and manufacturing standards;

c.

Unifonn pricing system; and

d.

A reforestation/cultivation program.

The State Govenunents could take a lead role in instigating the long term
investment required by the local people by encouraging the use of raw resource as a means
of collateral for loans and by assisting in the purchase of capital intensive equipment for
the processing of raw material.
[NBAEt,

because of its unique position relating to the rattan industry in al1 the

Asian countries, could be instrumental in congregating the appropriate agencies to develop

a workable strategic plan for the long term development of the rattan industry in the North
East Region of India. This long-term plan should incorporate the development of an
information system, complete with records of how much rattan is extracted, how much is
exportecl and how much is used locally.
Entrepreneurid actiMty should be encouraged. in the short term, this could be
accomplished by providing 'se&" rnoney for a project to actively pursue sales orders for
Assamese rattan products that would be manufactured to international quality

requirements and design. A iùnded project of this nature could provide the design
specifcations, the materials and the quality control to a number of manufacturers in a
selected site. These manufacturers would, in effkct, be working in a cooperative
environment and there are agencies in each State that could work with the manufacturers
to reinforce the benefits of keeping accurate records and of the benefits of belonging to a
manufachiring consortium. These benefits indude: increased volume capability to meet

international demands; information sharing and t r a d e r with regard to technology, design
and markets; and economies of scale with regard to purchase of raw materid,

transportation and storage requirements. INBAR, an independent, international expert
agency, has the credibility to develop contacts and the means of bringing diverse parties
together for the benefit of the industry.
Sustainable Supply: For sustainable supply of raw material, identified as the
limiting factor, the strategy could be for the government to modw the mahal system to

allow long term tenure to license holders, again in the ten to fifieen year range under the
proviso that a reforestation program is put in place and irnplernented in accordance with
the long term plan. Local communities should be encouraged to apply for mahal licenses.
Secure land and resource nghts for producers could provide the long-tenn resource
security necessary if they are to invest in improved and more sustainable harvesting
methods, or the improved warehousing, and transportation systems needed for improved
quality in the 6nished products, provided that economic incentives are suffident to offset
the opportunity cost.
Aiong with the effort to promote long term investment through security and

resource rights, research and development should be instigated on plantation cultivation of
the resource in the North East Region. One possible implementation strategy could be to

set up several strategicdy located test sites as a pilot project. The size of the site@)
should be of a magnitude that will illustrate the viabiüty of the project as well as provide

commercial benefit.
On the supply issue there are. of course. many practical issues that would have to
be addressed. Fr example, it is not certain what the level of knowledge on growing rattan

is in the local communities. 1s ihere an educationai component that needs to be
addressed? What are the opportunity costs? Who wiii pay for the rattan seedlings? Will
the community be paid for stewardship of the pilot site? These, and many other, issues
would need to be dealt with at the onset of the project.
Marketing Svstem: In the deveiopment of marketing systems, the goal should be
that such organizations have good market information not only for the current but also for
future markets. One of the major roies that govemment agencies should play in the
development of marketing systems is in coliecting and analyzing this information and
making it available to ail segments of the industry. Ifprice information is avaiiable to the
producer/coUector/manufacturer, cornpetition between middlemen, goverment agencies

or business will result in a better p k e and better services.
There is a need for more indepth market analysis for rattan. The flow of each
produa from collection to consumer mua be studied so that the information needed for
sustainable management, fair prices, and efficient markets can be made available to those
involveci in developing the marketing systern.

The development of the marketing system cm help the industry but it should be

recognized that there are few examples of sustainable collection of a product or resource
when it receives a high price. The more successfui the marketing systetn, the greater the
pressure to exploit the product. Better marketing qstems for rattan will provide
opportunities for great success but aiso for fiiilure if forest resource conservation is taken
into consideration.
Cooperation has been identifïed as a key issue to be addressed for this industry.
The individual business is too smaii to gain access to the world market and there is no one
entrepreneur identifiable as being able to take the steps necessary to bting about the
required changes in the present system. Cooperatives, collectives, consortiums or any
other fonn of group association could provide the volume of product required to be a
player. Such association could also provide the forum for detennining standards; for
accessing credit; and for achieving some form of transportation system. A transportation
solution could be as simple as acquiring a mal1 fieet of trucks dedicated to the delivery of
raw materials and finished products to central locations from diverse points throughout the

North East. Storage requirements can be satisfied without heavy cost due to cheap labour

and cheap building materïals. Storage depots could be set up in conjunction with a
transportation plan to facilitate the receipt and distribution of raw material as well as the
finished goods.

The interventions suggested here are ody that, suggestions. Any group of
individuals tasked to develop and Unpiement an industry change will need to determine
their own way of approaching the problem. This study was designed to detemine what

was feasible and what must be overcome to achieve the objective. Any suggested

interventions were provided as an example of the types of issues that could be developed.

In closing, 1 am convinceci there is an opportunity for North East India to become

a force in the world market for rattan products. My only concern is that by increasing the
the value of rattan, as a natural-resource, without providiig for replacement, or

cultivatio~w i U encourage extraction beyood. or farther beyond sustainable limits. By
intervening in such a manner, the rattan manufacturing induary could decline faster than if
there were no htenrention at aii.
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APPENDICES

What is the name of your business?
How many employees do you have? Are they skilled? Serni-skilled? Unskilled?
How many in each citegory?
How much do you pay your employees, by category? Do you pmvide any other
benefits?
What type of cane do you use? Where do you purchase it? Do you know where
it cornes Eom? How much do you pay for it? In what quantities do you
purchase your cane?
What tools do you use to manufacture your products? Are they available in the
local market place?
Looking at the picture ofa f'urniture set, how much would it cost me to buy this
nom you? How long would it take to make and how many workers would work
on it? How much profit would you be making on this set at that price?
What percentage of your business is smaiiwares?
How much wastage is incurred in the manufacturer of a fùmiture set?
What is the pnce range for your produas?
What is your volume of output, on average, per month?
How long have you been in business?
Do you own this location or rent? If rent, how much do you pay?
1s your business registered with any agency? With the DIC? Do you perceive
any benefits frorn this registration?
Do you have any other source of income other than this business? Does your
spouse work outside the home?
Do you manufacture on speculation or do you produce to order? Do you
require a deposit and, ifso, how much? 1s this deposit necessary as a security
measure or do you require the cash flow to purchase materials?
Do you have any loans either with a bank or with any other source?
Do you pay any taxes? To whom?

SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Have cane prices increased over the past number of years? How much? What
about size? What about types of cane?
Are you interested in exporting your goods? Have you ever tned to export?
What makes exporting ditficult?
Do you think you will be in business ten years fiom now? Why? Why not?
Do you know of any governrnent programs that could help you in your business?

M W DATA SAMPLE AM)SüMMARY INFORMATION

.

. Semi

Labourer

Total #
Employees
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7

10

2

4

4

Wages
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2000
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Name
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Stmdard set

-
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With
Whotn

-

Y~s

% of

B d

Wastage

Smallwvares
r

N-R

To order

-

10 13%

A

Additional Commeois: This informant prorides lodging for his skiiled wvorkers and a certain amount
of meals. His wiCe works at the anny base near by. He is esploring e.xport opportunities in Delhi.
His capacity is 25 - 30 sets of funuture per month.

MATELEMATICAL CALCULATLONS AND ASSüMPTIONS

Table 2. Types and Average Costs of Rattan Used in Assam
Averages were calculated fiom intewïew responses. Where the respondent provided a
range ofprice, that range was averaged and used in the overall calculation. Percentage of
users was based on the number of respondents ushg that particular type of cane.
Table 3: Rattan Usage in Assam Based on Hi& Low and Average Number of Workers
Assumption: 25% of the value of a piece of fumture is for large rattans; therefore, 75%
must be small rattansTotal rattan usage (in rupees) was based on the average volume of production pet
business times the estirnated number of businesses times the estimated number of workers
per business. Total number of businesses was based on the actual number of businesses
surveyed in Sonitpur and the total number that were registered in Sonitput District (27%)
which was applied to the govemrnent's estimate ofthe number of registered rattan
businesses in Assam.
Using 25% and 75% large and smaii rattans respectively, the average price of rattan (large
and smail) was divided into the total value to arrive at number of pieces. This figure was
then translated into bundles based on 100 canes/bundle and meters based on 4
meterdcane. Yearly figures are calculated as montly amount times 12.
Table 4. Monthly Wages of M a n Workers in Assam
Averages were calculated nom interview responses. Where the respondent provided a
range of price, that range was averaged and used in the overaIl calculation. Calculations
have been produced using the high, the low and the average wage. Range is provided for
sensitiviîy purposed only.
Tabies 6 and 7: Surnmary of Financial Contribution of Rattan Industry in Assam Based on
an Estimated 3600 and LOO0 Businesses Respectively
The number of rattan workers is based on average number of worken per business (7.7)
and 3600 or 1000 businesses. Indirect Costs associated with production are estimated at
10% of total cost. This is based on respondent data. Profit is based on average
percentage profit as per informant data Percentage of the Cost of Rattan to Harvesters in
based on an estimated 35 rupees per bundle.

